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wt ONE TDEA sare 
this FREE 56-page Qakite 

hooklet can save money 
how to make sure 

for your road... help do RE aA : 

many maintenance jobs 

easier, faster, safer 
eee | 

Between the covers of this 56-page booklet you wil 

find described and illustrated many job-tested cleaning 

short-cuts. It's the kind of practical, down-to-earth in 

formation that can lead to better maintenance and 

overhaul of steam and Diesel power 

You can learn how to speed up and simplify jobs such as these 

* Cleaning Journal Boxes 

PSR ES {ES POE. Ao Dee SS Se TED Robs BRO Ss EES 

You can learn how ta speed up and simplify jobs such as these 

* Cleaning Journal Boxes 

Oakite 

Railway Service 

Division 

* Cleaning and Rust-Proofing Roller Bearings by New 

Mechanized Mass Production Method 

* Semi-Automatic Cleaning of Running Gear 

* Filter Cleaning 

* Cooch Washing... Manual and Mechanical 

You can be Sure 

of the BEST in Railroad Cleaning... 

. by sending for this FREE Booklet. And by making 

full use of Oakite Technical Advisory Service in terminal 

or shop. Constructive literature and conscientious ser 

vice is available to you immediately without cost o 

obligation, Consult Oakite today! 

Send for Your Copy Today 
OAKITE PRODUCTS, INC., 46 Rector Street, MEW YORK 6.m Y¥ 
In Canada: Oakite Products of Canada, Lid. 65 Front Fa Toronte.0 

AKITE 
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= Sounds tke the od steam whist 
and you can hear it 

ns miles away— 

the Westinghouse 
a E-2B Pneuphonic Horn 

Seam 

) 
¢ | Westinghouse Air Brake E-2B Pneuphonic Horns are 

f J é completely interchangeable with the present mounting 

+ base on your locomotives 

. j A a A low, medium, or high-pitched sound is available 

oe ‘ab renee to suit your individual preference. No matter which 

oe style you choose, you get a pleasant 3-note chord that 

« simulates the steam whistle with amazing fidelity 

LE ae Westinghouse Air Brake 
ef ‘ } ie COMPANY 

MG a AIR BRAKE DIVISION XK WILMERDING, PA. 

’ NEW MOVIE AVAILABLE entitled, “AT THIS MOMENT showing @ 

” ( vivid story of modern railroad progress. Length 26 minutes, on 16 mm | 

sound film. For use of film write: United World Films, Inc., 1445 Park Ave 

New York of Asso Inc., 347 Madison Ave., New York iation Films 
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U.S.ROYAL 
outperforms, 
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Comparative performance of portable cords related to major life factors. 

Graphs illustrate the outstanding superiority of new U. S. Royal 

Master Cord —over the average of molded cords and the average 

of short-lived continuous vulcanized cords of other makes — on 

every major life factor. (Average of other molded cords is 

rated at 100%.) 

Od 

UNITED STATES 

RUBBER ELECTRICAL WIRE AND CABLE DEPARTMENT 
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MASTER portable cord 

- outlasis all others! 
Comparative tests show U. S. Royal Master gives $1.88 in value 

for every $1.00 spent — almost twice the service value of the 

average of other molded cords! 

Two years ago, “U.S.” engineers began a complete Extensive tests, both in the laboratory and in 

reexamination of portable cord construction, service outside plant installations have proved this new 

life, and the causes of cord failure. portable cord startlingly superior in every respect! 

Over 10,000 tests were made. More than a thou- New U. S. Royal Master is unquestionably 

sand cords of all leading makes, including our own 

famous U. S. Royal Cord, were analyzed, tested, 

and compared. 

the finest cord you can buy! 

From every standpoint, as the charts at left ilus- 

trate, new U. S. Royal Master is a finer, more dur- 

Every life factor was considered and carefully able cord—actually gives 88% longer life than the 

evaluated, alone and in its relation to overall cord average of competitive molded cords—far longer 

performance and service life. than any other cord — surpassing even a hypotheti- 

sacked by 64 years of experience in the manu- cal cord incorporating the best features of all 

facture of electrical wire and cable, U. S. Rubber ese testes 
engineers then translated their findings into an en- Far greater value, too! In spite of almost doubled 

tirely new portable cord, designed to surpass any service life, this great new cord is in the same price 

other previously made. category as other molded cords—giving you $1.88 

in cord value for every cord $1.00! 

Prove to yourself the outstanding superiority of new U. S. Royal Master Portable Cord 

— in both service life and economy! Get in touch with your “U., S.” distributor today! 

Approved by Underwriters’ Laboratories, Inc. 

RUBBER COMPAN Y 

ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, N.Y. 
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EQUIPMENT... New Ideas—New Uses 
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“Old $92,” distinguished veteran « 
f Blu ( ' 

Then...and now...serviced 

with Esso Railroad Products 
able experience of mat ea? 
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The ame liner after soak cleaning in Pennsalt Multi 

Metal Cleaner (8 oz. gal 180 ) and a hot water rinse 

No need for brushing there no residue left! The 

ner is ready f pection and re-assembly 

Caked carbon completely removed without brushing 

by PENNSALT MULTI-METAL CLEANER 

Here i cleaner that really clean Pp t. hard carbon 

all the tough films that form on 1 nternal operatins 

parts of a diesel ouk aw I} face left clean 

ready for processing. It rks equally well on steel 

or aluminum part cleans either metal safely in the 

same tank 

have in your shop Multi-Metal Cleaner is a pleasure t 

It doesn't pul out di ugreeab|l 1OF It doe nt need 

frequent recharging. It can be h d out of the tank 

when it’s time to dump and recharge 

Your Pennsalt Railroad Maint Specialist will 

be glad to demonstrate Multi-Metal or any of the 

other hard-working Pent t Cleaner Give hin 

ill today. Or write: Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturin 

Company, EAST: 1021 Widener Building, Philadelphia 

Pa. WEST: Woolsey Building, 2168 Shattuck Avenue 

Berkeley 4, Cali 

Favorite of the men in the shops 

& 
Pennsalt 
Chemicals 
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oD 
WITH YELLOW STRAND 

SAFETY BRAIDED SLINGS 

Do you want to make sure you have the right 

safety factor to protect your equipment and per- 

sonnel? Do you want a sling with increased 

lifting capacity and with decreased bulk? 
The answer to both is a Yellow Strand Braided 

Safety Sling. These job-matched slings offer a 

25% greater safety factor than BBB chain slings, 

with 45% less bulk and 80% less weight. Com- 

pared with alloy chain slings, Yellow Strand 

Braided Slings give a 20% greater safety factor, 

12% less bulk and 66% less weight 

Insure the safety of your workers and equip- 

ment—gain handling ease and flexibility —with 
Yellow Strand Braided Safety Railroad Slings. 

\ We can analyze your lifting problems and make 

a sling for your specific needs. W rite for details 

SEND FOR SLING FACTS... 

Yellow Strand Braided Safety Slings On 

The Job" shows types and uses of indus 

trial slings. Write, on your letterhead 

for a free copy 

A modified ML-4 Braided Sling 4 used in 
lifting a 4-wheel diesel-electric truck weigh 
ing 38,000 pounds 

—_— = : 

SPECIFY 

ellow Stand 
FOR SAVINGS SAFETY SPEEDI-SERVICE 

BRODERICK & BASCOM ROPE CO. 
4203 Union Bivd «+ St. Louis 15, Mo 
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Experience has proved that Ex-Cell-O 

hardened and ground steel pins and 
bushings last longer. That's why so 

many American railroads have stand- 
ardized on Ex-Cell-O products. They have 

found that by resisting road shock and 
vibration, Ex-Cell-O pins and bushings 

reduce wear on costly foundation parts; 
cut out-of-service time to a minimum; 

frequently give from four to six times 
longer service than other pins and bush- 

ings. Standard styles and sizes for steam, 

Diesel and passenger car equipment are 

listed in Ex-Cell-O Bulletin 32428. A 
free copy is yours on request. 

HARDENED AND PRECISION GROUND 

STEEL PINS AND BUSHINGS 

UNDERWOOD PORTABLE MACHINE TOOLS 
For Railway Shops and Engine Houses 

Left: The Underwood Boring Bar illustrated 

is designed for reboring all sizes of locomo 

tive cylinders and valve chambers 

Belou The Underwood Portable Crankpin 

Turning Machine returning crankpin in posi 

tron 

OTHER UNDERWOOD TOOLS: 

Portable Facing Arms 
Rotary Planing Machines 
Vortuble Joint Facing Machines 

Portable Pipe Benders 
Rotary Flue Cleaner 

H. B. UNDERWOOD CORPORATION, PHILADELPHIA 23, PA., U.S. A. 
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EQUIPMENT... New /deas—New Uses 
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How 

to make 

more passengers 

ride 

more often 

ea ers 
Ir} he more comfortable 

fF ie you make your passen 

5 gers, the more passen 

gers you will have to make comfortable. The 

word gets around fast about comfortable, 

pleasant, train trips. Dependably-operating, 

comfort producing equipment like air-condi 

tioning and lighting go a long way towards 

making train trips enjoyable 

Simplex Car Wire, shown above being in 

stalled in a new railroad passenger coach, helps 

keep this equipment functioning reliably. Able 

SIMPLEX WIRE & CABLE CO., 79 Sidney Street, Cambridge 39, Mass. 

to withstand vibration, and resistant to abra- 

sion, heat, oils, and moisture, Simplex Car 

Wire is very long-lived 

Its small size and light weight make it es- 

pecially easy to handle and install. Simplex 

Car Wire is insulated with a special rubber 

insulating compound that retains its physical 

and electrical properties even in wet and/or 

hot locations. A tough neoprene jacket pro- 

vides additional protection. 

To learn more about how Simplex Car Wire 

can help you make more passengers more com- 

fortable, by assuring dependable operation of 

air-conditioning and lighting, write to the 

Railroad Department at the address below. 
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WHEELS 
just for the price of conversion 

Today, when worn wheels are turned in Besides this initial saving, AMCCW 

for new chilled car wheels under the Ex- chilled car wheels save all along the line, 

change Plan, there is no question about throughout their long life. They reduce 

our getting the best value for your scrap inventory requirements. They are easier 

metal to mount; the prolong brake shoe life; 

When vou swap scrap wheels for nev they insulate axles from shock; they re 

ones, ton for ton, you pay only the con duce trackwork wear to the very mini 

version cost. In effect, we take your old um. Their safety record toda the 

vheel, melt it, and pour you a new one best in their long histor 

Because AMCCW plants are spotted 

throughout the country, the conversion 

plan is a practical one and means little 

or no foreign hauls for the railroads 

using the chilled wheel Exchange Plan 

Available locally 

Short-haul delivery 
Reduced inventory 

Low first cost 

Low exchange cost 

ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS OF CHILLED CAR WHEELS 
445 North Sacramento Boulevard, Chicago 12, Ii! 

Increased ton mileage Albany Car Wheel Co. » ACF Industrie 

High safety standards Marshall Car Wheel & Foundry Co. - Griffin Whee! Co 

AMCCW plant inspection : 
7 : ° Pullman-Standard Car Mfg. Co. + Southern Wheel ‘American Brake 

Easier shop handling 
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SIMPLIFY DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE REWIRING 

FOR GENERATOR LEADS * 

FOR CAB SIGNAL CIRCUITS * 

FOR SLIP-INDICATOR CIRCUITS * 

FOR HEADLIGHT 

FOR CONTROL LEADS 

WIRING 

Now many cable types can be replaced with 

1 your diesel-electric rewiring 

program, you can reduce stocking problems 

if you bear this fact in mind: One type of 
G-E diesel-electric locomotive cable can be 

used for to re place worn-out gen 

eral purpose wiring in any diesel-electriu 

Ol 

1-E Versatol (rcoprene Cable is availabl 

n sizes No. 14 Awg and larger for power cit 

uits (1000-volt rating), and in sizes No. 16 

ind 14 Awgf mtrol circuits (300-volt rat 

ng). Control rating printed on the 

la for ca lontification 

TOUGH — for power circuits 

ONE type...G-E VERSATOL GEOPRENE 
When you pl fle xible 

stand continual flexing 

rope stranding is designed to with 

FLEXIBLE — for control circuits 

Fine stranding makes this cable extremely 
easy to handle and pull through conduit. In 

sulation strips cleanly for easy application of 
terminals 

Specification booklet available 

locomo 
with G-E Versatol 

Special high-temperature G-E 
available for use 

All general purpose diesel-electric 

tive rewiring can be done 

Cre oprene 

ibles are in high heat 

ireas. Write for specification booklet “G-E 

E Ve t Geoprene Cable stands up Diesel-electric Locomotive Cables.’ Section 

ler the verest operating conditions, The W 146-147, Construction Materials Division 

| icket resists flying dust, grit General Electric Company, Bridgey : 

id ind. It thstands oil, water, cleaning Connect at 

mmpound live steam and ice. The extra i ] I 

Progress /s Our Most Important Product 
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Cut Car-Repair Costs? 
Analysis of crippled-car reports says 

\ DAMAGE 
\ PROBABLY DUE Careful check of reports on 2477 bad-order cars indicates 

pho ‘TO PACT that roughly 50% of running repairs result from damage 
DAMAGE DUE ', 931 CARS definitely or probably caused by excessive impact. Much 

WAPACT', 37.6% of this damage can be prevented. 

? 191 CARS 7.7% 

ANALYSIS OF CAUSES OF DAMAGE Surveys have shown that al 

Total number of orders handled in most 80% of classification 
MISC. DAMAGE 

1054 CARS shop (railroad owned cars and for yard impacts are at speeds in 
\ eign cars) over 30 day period 2,477 
* 42.55% ain excess of closing speeds for 

Repo rs definite y due to sia sees: conventional draft gears and 

excessive impact 301 «12.15% that more than 60% are in the 
i aa Repeirs probably due to 2. range of 5to 1Omph., a range 

excessive impact 73 e , 
staaiain dei alahialilatd aia apne in which the Waugh High-Ca 

guia sthea cdi delhi Sliaiteaintnin cea 108s 42.58% pacity Cushion Underframe 
900 provides a high degree of 

Avarepe impact of @ tric 30 DAY CHECK MADE JANUARY 1954 protection. 
800 tien draft gear equipped 

car impacting a friction 

dratt gear equipped cor 

acer tf ...and oscillograms tell 
600° Here is a carefully-instrumented comparative record of friction gear 

- performance and Waugh High-Capacity Cushion Underframe per 

5002 Cushion “Undarivama formance under identical test conditions. What greater performance 

iw poem Fen eee proof could one ask? 

400% y 4 Equip freight cars with Waugh High-Capacity Cushion Under 

o frames for a definite reduction in car repair costs 

300 = 

200 > 1.37 moh 
u _ & 

100 ‘ 

0 

HIGH CAPACITY o~ 

Wl 
WAUGH EQUIPMENT COMPANY 420 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N. Y. 

CHICAGO - ST. LOUIS - CANADIAN WAUGH EQUIPMENT COMPANY, MONTREAL 
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CTED MOTIVE POWER AND CAR PERFORMANCE STATISTICS 

® ’ A . cCc.M 

% meontl ernest 

Month of Septem. ith Seprtensb-« 

No 1954 ; 1954 

Koad locomotive miles (000 M.211 

lotal, steam “ ; > 181 rhe 
Total, Diesel-electri« t 21% 289 284 4 WO 
lotal, electric 6 64 » BOO ‘ 

lotal, locomotive miles Hii ‘ f p2 AT ” ‘ 

Car-miles (000,000) (M-211 

Loaded, total 5 13.42 i 
kanpty, total +4 4 Bu 

Cross ton miles-cars, contents and cabooses (000,000 

M-211 
lotal in coal-burning steam locomotive trains 1} ‘4 ‘ ; 

Total in oil- burning steam locomotive trains 61) 0,25 +10 

Total in Diesel-electric locomotive trains ; ' 8o on AL¢ 11 68 
Total in electric locomotive trains ( On l HA ! 6 

Total io all trains Ui D 432 vw) " a 

A verages per train- mile (excluding light trains) (M-211 
Locomotive milea (principal and helper 0 1 ‘ 
| oaded freight car-miles i Ww a wo 7 mw) Om 

Fmpty freight car lem tp + f 
Total freight car-miles (excluding cahoore OS Of ‘ ( 64 76 ‘ | 

Gross ton-miles (excluding locomotive and tender 4 wt #95 4H 

Net ton miles ; 1 280 

Net ton-milee per loaded car-mile (M-211 ; 1“ 
Car-mile ratios (M-211 

Per cent loaded of total freight car-miles ot 64 Hf os Of oie 

Averages per train bour (M-211 
Train miles 1 a & 8 

Grose ton- miles (eacluding locomotive and tender , 7) ‘ 

Car-miles per freight car day (M-240 
Ser viceable we i Ae i f 4 ‘ 

All i 4 oo aM ‘ 

Average net ton-miles per freight car-day (M-240 ; KE ot 

Per cent of home care of total freight cara on the line 

M.240 ' 1 ot “ 

Passence a . Data rrom If a‘ 

Hoad motive power miles (000 
Steam 19 4 0.99 
Diesel electri ah 0.05 187 925 ial 
Klectric ! 51 12.509 34 
Total tow 21 43 4.14 

Pansenger-train car miles (000 

Total in all locomotive propelled trains 41 OOF 60 23,78) iit 099 
Total in coal-burning steam locomotive trains » 44 o8Y 103 280 19 
Total in oil-burning steam locomotive trains | 40 8.61: 1 424 
Total in Diesel-electric locomotive trains wf 05 641 1.90% 444 4 oA 

lotal carom per train miles } } a ¢ 

Yasuo Seavice (Date rrom | ( 

Freight yard switching locomotive hours (000 
Steam, coal-burning t 2 RO f 

Steam, oil burning 7) 18 ; 

I iemel electric iu 9 488 1 
Total ‘ 11 6! ba 

Passenger yard switching hours (006 
Steam, coal-burning 108 

Steam, oil- burning ( 6 4 

Diesel electric! i4 250 2h 0 

Total ' i 6 
Hours per yard locomotive day 

Steam 1 me ( + we ¢ 

Dienel electric tf f 14 f 
Servioea ble i4 it +o 
All locomotives (serviceable, unserviceable and stored 

Yard and train-ewitching locomotive miles per 100 
loaded freight car miles ‘ i 

Yard and trein-ewitching locomotive miles per 10 
passenger train car-miles (with locomotives ‘ ‘ 

cludes B and trailing A units 
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ORDERS AND INQUIRIES FOR NEW EQUIPMENT PLACED 
SINCE THE CLOSING OF THE DECEMBER ISSUE 
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faster, smoother 
The watchwords of today’s American railroads — faster, smoother travel —are 

typical of the Pennsylvania Railroad's stream-liner, the Spirit of St. Louis, which 

makes the trip between St. Louis and New York an enjoyable experience for the 

traveler. 

Gulf Dieselmotive Oil contributes to the fine performance of the giant Diesel 

engines that power the Spirit of St. Louis and many other crack trains. Here’s how 

this top quality Diesel locomotive lubricant helps keep maintenance costs down, 

availability up 

1 Effective detergent action prevents harmful piston ring belt deposits. 

2 Base stocks are selected for their ability to help prevent hard deposits on 

the piston crown and in the ring belt area. 

100% solvent refining (removing undesirable constituents) insures greater 

stability and better bearing protection. 

Gulf Sales Engineers, experienced in railroad Diesel operation, are always 

available to aid you in maintaining high standards of lubrication throughout 

your system, Write, wire, or phone your nearest Gulf office today, and have a Gulf 

Sales Engineer call. 

Gulf Oil Corporation « Gulf Refining Company « 1822 Gulf Building, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

support 

Junior 

Achievement > 
Junior Achievement Week 

January 30 

February 5, 1955 
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than Cver before — 
the Pennsylvania's crack 

“Spirit of St. Louis” 

THE 

me GuIf Dieselmotive Oil 
LUBRICANT 
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Profit-Wise 

RAILROADS 
Keep Maintenance 

Costs “Down Under” 
With 

AKING /. 
diese! maintena 

KING i 

facing, and t 

op motive wheel 

VERTICAL BORING 

& TURNING 

Major Eastern railroad machines a 

important st« comotive re 

»"” KING 

i multiple bear 

am | 

pair parts on this 4 

shown facing off 

ing crosshead 

KING 

crank-arm lateral washer. Thes« 

machining a brass 

and other locomotive parts are 

precision-machined at high 

speed, minimum cost e 

MACHINES 

Massive proportions and extra-heavy construction 

give all KING 

fast work with consistent precision accuracy. A wide 

machines the rigidity essential for 

range of speeds and feeds, plus simplified controls, 

make the KING adaptable for all types of boring, 

turning, and facing work — light or heavy, large or 

AMERICAN 

small. KING machines are made in ten sizes 30 

36”, 42", 52”, 62”, 72”, 84”, 100”, 120”, and 144 

and in a variety of head combinations, with or 

Complete details will be fur 

nished promptly on request. Contact your authorized 

KING distributor, or write to us direct. 

without side head 

STEEL FOUNDRIES 

KING MACHINE TOOL DIVISION 

Vertical boring & turning machines 1150 TENNESSEE AVE., CINCINNATI 29, OHIO 
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re-surFAce BOX CAR  FLoors 

in approximately 16 man-hours 

with 

Blastinail 
EQUIPMENT 

OXYCHLORIDE CEMENT BOX CAR FLOORS 

SAVES TIME, EFFORT AND 
MAINTENANCE DOLLARS 

Easy-to-apply Plastinail provides a Class “A” replacement for 

worn box car decks that can stretch your maintenance dollars 

and upgrade your entire car pool classification for increased 

revenue, So easy to apply... 

Solderless 

Terminal Connectors 

} 

t NAILABLE AS WOOD e HARD AS STONE o« FOOT-SAFE SURFACE 

(‘a — =>d Note these advantages 

@ Greater economy — costs less to install, maintain, clean and repa @ Stronger 

compression strength of 3,500 # p.s.i. — density equal to hurd maple « Mailable 
as wood — withstands impact, deflects without cracking e Oderless; dustless 

unaffected by heat, cold or moisture 0 SAFER — not slippery; fire-proof, non 

sparking @ Smeether — monolithic surface reduces abrasive damage to bags, car 

tons —~ seals deck, makes it ideal for bulk lading e Double the strength, triple 
the CLASS “A” service life of wood alone 

* Registered Trade Name of F. E. Schundler & Co., Inc 

F. E. SCHUNDLER & CO., Inc. 
504 RAILROAD STREET + JOLIET, ILLINOIS 

MILLIONS OF TONS OF FREIGHT RIDES OM CLASS “A” PLASTINAIL FLOORS 
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WEDGE SPRINGS 

Original springs, still in 

g06d condition, shduld 

last the life of the car 

None were broken, none 

had a permanent set— “™ 
even after 200,000 miles 

CECEHCCEN ee ee ee 

nL EY Te
te 

BOLSTER COLUMN LUGS 

Only contact between 

bolsters and frames 

, ts with outside bolster 

column lugs. Greatest 

wear measured on any 
lug was less than 

Vo”, even less wear 

On vertical columns 

Plates showed negligibk 

Wear and full 
bearing. Spring steel 
plates, slightly less hard 

than wedges, give maxi 

mum wear resistance to 
both wedge and plat 

ral C1 

contact showed 

few oversolid 
blows, proving 
efficiency of C-1 

truck friction 

mechanism 

WEDGE POCKETS 

bes Side frame pockets 
showed negligible 

wear, no scoring Of 

gouging. Full-width 
bearing of wedge 
against side frame 
pocket distributes 

pressure evenly 

over large area 
Te > ay 

mechanism. 

oa 
ey, 

i samtinne 1 tie 700 what you 

NATIONAL" CASTINGS COMPANY. 
j ore isle 



OVER 11,000 

Spicer Railway Generator Drives 

now in use by more than 70 railroads 
— a record unequalled by 
any other similar unit! 

oS 
DANA CORPORATION + TOLEDO 1, OHIO 



... OUT OF | MODERN PASSENGER CARS 

MORE THAN 

1G, 00 FREIGHT CAR JOURNALS... 

Gagne >= gig Or 

ARE NOW HVATT-EQUIPPED! 

Yes, they're mighty impressive figures—but the reason behind this 

success story is even more impressive. HYATT is America’s 

largest, oldest, and most experienced builder of railroad roller 

bearings. We produced the first set ever used 60 years ago. And now 

we have developed a new design that will substantially 

reduce the cost of applying roller bearings to freight cars 

a signifieant contribution to rail progress that adds even greater 

stature to America’s FIRST name in railroad roller 

bearings! Write today for full details. Hyatt Bearings 

Division, General Motors Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. 
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Offer is none too yoow 
SJ” the a a 

fy 7 a ' { 

| GREAT 

(American Railway 
SYSTEM 

. i 

a 2» sil 

A typical box car (according to the A. A. R.) moves, in one year, on 39 different 

railroads, including two or more trips on 24 roads. 

Therefore freight cars should be designed and built to operate efficiently and 

economically, wherever they are sent to earn revenue 

That is why Pullman-Standard uses every tested industrial science in designing and 

building the PS-1 Box Car, the PS-2 Covered Hopper Car, and the PS-4 Hopper 

Car... why new techniques of electronic analysis and computation are 

followed... why new methods of welding and metal testing are used... why new 

processes of precision construction are applied 

By adding new industrial sciences to the old, by combining them with the skills 

of experienced manpower, by taking full advantage of improved materials and 

specialized tools, quality cars are built at lower cost—cars to best serve the railroads 

in earning greater revenue, anywhere on the Great American Railway System 

as well as on the lines of the purchasing road 

Built to serve best on the 
GREAT AMERICAN RAILWAY SYSTEM 

PS.1 BOX CAR PS.2 COVERED HOPPER 

PS.3 HOPPER CAR 

YOUR NEEDS CREATE THE PULLMAN "STANDARD 

PULLMAN - STANDARD 
CAR MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

79 EAST ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO 4 ILLINOIS 

BIRMINGHAM, PITTSBURGH NEW YORK 



= Yes, with absolutely no maintenance whatever except 
"iP routine washing, ADLAKE ‘‘Breather’’ Windows stay crystal-clear regardless 

of temperature, humidity or altitude changes! 

Windows are kept clear by the exclusive ADLAKE ‘‘Breather’’—there are 

no dehydrants to change! And finally, panes which are broken in service 
can be replaced right on your own property...they do not have to be 

returned to the factory! 

These are good reasons why all major American railroads use ADLAKE 

“Breather’’ Windows. We’d like to give you more details on all of them, 

and a few additional reasons as well. Write to The Adams & Westlake 

Company,1152 N. Michigan, Elkhart, Indiana. 
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THE ADLAKE “BREATHER" WINDOW is the result of 98 years of designing 

and manufacturing experience produced by skilled and experienced personnel 

in a plant covering more than 11 acres. Don’t settle for less than ADLAKE... 

the original "'Breather’’ Window! 

14s tig 
Milak £ q 4 t 4 

(‘Jyear ams & Westlake some se J 
Established 1857 + ELKHART, INDIANA « New York « Chicago 

Manufacturers of ADLAKE Specialties and Equipment for the Railway Industry 
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185,000 freight cars tave been built 

93,000 
ga CARS | 

44,000 
~~ “i a ia 

k= Befele 
REFRIGERATOR CARS 

rte 



er with USS COR-TEN Steel since 19 

Hooked up end-to-end, the COR-TEN Steel cars 

built to date would form a freight train 

more than 1,400 miles long 

TRAVELING at 50 miles per hour, this 185,000 car age is the prime reason for this and is due to the 

train would take more than 28 hours to pass a fact that USS Cor-TEn Steel resists atmospheri 

given point. corrosion 4 to 6 times better than carbon steel 

Truly these are impressive figures. But more im Cor-TeN Steel’s superior corrosion resistances 

pressive still is the fact that every car in this train also pays off in the gondola cars, where its higher 

represents a source of increased revenue and ha yield point (11% times that of carbon steel), it 

played a vital part in reducing operating and 50° higher fatigue strength and its greater re 

maintenance costs for its owners sistance to abrasion and impact all combine to 

Here is an imposing array of box cars and re keep down maintenance expense and to prolong 

frigerator cars that have been built substantially car life 

lighter with USS Cor-TeEn Steel. In these lighte1 And here’s something else worth thinking about 

cars, which can carry more payload and cost les Most of these 185,000 Cor-Ten Steel cars, operat 

to haul empty, the proved corrosion resistance of ing on many of the major railroads in America 

Cor-TEn Steel reduces maintenance costs have been built on repeat orders—after the first 

Here are thousands of hard working hopper cars cars bought had shown in service how much better 

in which Cor-Ten Steel, even when used in the they perform. 

same thicknesses as normally used for carbon or It is on this basis of proved superior service 

copper steel, pays for itself many times over by that railroad men all over the world, not only hers 

drastically reducing maintenance costs. First, by but in Canada, in South and Central America, in 

saving the cost of one heavy repair and second, by Australia and Africa, just naturally think of 

saving the time such repair involves. The proved Cor-Ten Steel construction when they are shop 

ability of Cor-TEN Steel to reduce corrosion dam ping for the best in freight equipment 

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH + AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE DIVISION, CLEVELAND + COLUMBIA GENEVA STEEL DIVISION, SAM FRANCISCO 

GATIONAL TUBE DIVISION, PITISOURGH + TENNESSEE COAL & IRON DIVISIOM, FAIRFIELD. ALA. + UWITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY DIVISION, WAREHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS 

. ‘ r wrany aie rons 

See “THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR Televised alternate weeks Consult your newspaper for time and station 

©. 
STRENGTH 

i Cn STEELS / 
4} ~ SPratere cf ) 

ST YeaRs of penrorMAt 

UNITED STATES ST EDE 



Designed and built by Industrial Brownhoist Corporation for mines, 

quarries, railroads, steel mills, the lumber industry and other large 

menvufacturing plants that require mobile materials handling equip- 

ment in heavy duty capacities, America’s first Diesel Electric Wagon 

Crane is now in production. Available in capacities from 25 to 60 tons, 

the new wagon crane will be equipped with dynamatic dutch, anti- 

friction bearings at essential points, and power steering. It employs 

electric travel and electric rotation. Mounted on a 12-wheel crane 

carrier capable of speeds up to 8 miles per hour, the unit can be 

operated by one man from easty-to-reach crane and carrier controls 

Rigorous tests indicate that the new machine provides economical 

operation and insures added savings of time and labor in heavy duty 

materials handling work. For complete details, consult a Brownhoist 

representative or write us today 

America’s 
first and only 
rubber-tired 
diesel electric 

cranes 
electric travel, electric rotation! 

25 to 60 ton capacities! 

BROWNHOIST MATERIALS 

HANDLING EQUIPMENT 

GIVES A Lift TO 

AMERICAN INI 

INDUSTRIAL BROWNHOIST CORPORATION 

BAY CITY, MICHIGAN DISTRICT OFFICES: New York, 

Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Denver, San Francisco, 

Montreal * AGENCIES: Detroit, Biemingham, Houston 

DIVISION OF Penn-Texas 
[ seersession fi 

BROWNHOIST 
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A Herianc torch help» give an old coach a new look 

Use HELIARC Welding to 

Build and Rebuild 

Here are some jobs where HELIA welding is used 

You can Use Hersane welding to weld many f c 

or fabricating and repairing 
parts in your shop 

A Diesel Pist 

Many railroads use Heniare welding to make 

t 
and repair parts as diverse as aluminum pistons ‘ act M 

and zine-lined motor bearings. ' ast lror Diesel He 

Why? Because HELIAne we Idiny makes excellent 

r heet Fal 
welds 1th thiest metals Bee itine Hi naane weldin 

ix coonomical, too It saves them thousands of Fyerdur Fue nk 

doll ifs ¢ ich ve ir! 

Hs Nt A y We aring f 

Your railroad can save SSS, too. Ask Linpe for 

more imbormation M } 

M } plier Coach k { 

Y- Vrite for free booklet hich deserthe how Heat 

elding ts teed 1 railroads and cur ler 1a ‘ otes Diner 

i tellit biel t i 1 I r ! Bil 

tr ' {| (artid sued € ae ( Porat 

RAILROAD DEPARTMENT 

Linde Air Products Company 

A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

UCC 
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WHERE IT COUNTS MOST 



QCf Chilled Tread Car Wheels give you 

extra abrasion-resistance where it counts most, too. 

® Their extremely hard tread surface assures a longer 

service life. 

®@ Their grey iron center reduces cost of mounting... 

lowers stress concentration...cuts down vibration. 

® These valuable characteristics...combined with recent 

design improvements...result in extra economy for 

freight services. 

Why not call in your nearby QCf Representative and 

get all the facts about QCf Chilled Tread Car Wheels? 

QCf Industries, Incorporated, 

New York + Chicago « St. Louis « Philadelphia 

Washington «+ Cleveland « San Francisco 

QCf 
CAR BUILDERS TO AMERICA’S RAILROADS 



BAGGAGE AND POSTAL CAR DOORS 

Completely weatherproof Met-L-Wood i 

doors effectively prevent internal rust ~ 
— 

and rot...and their tough, smooth sur- i 

faces stay new-looking for years. Stain- 

less steel channels along bottom edges Exclusive Split Door Seal 

of sliding doors are rustproof...virtually 

wearproof. All-rubber window sash in- Drawing above shows simple Met-L- 

stalled or removed in minutes... rattle- Wood Split Door Seal which assures 

proof water- and weatherproof weather- and watertightness for years of 

Available in full width and split types continual use. Seal also provides effec 

sizes to meet all needs tive cushion when closing split doors. 

PASSENGER CAR END, VESTIBULE, INTERIOR DOORS “Py 
Sound-deadening, insulating, vibration-damping Met-L-Wood doors for passenger 

cars add to service life, cut deadweight... Combine modern, clean-line beauty 

with great strength and durability. Furnished for manual or automatic operation, 

with or without hardware assembly. Tapping plates for hardware are built into 

doors invisible additions to strength and trouble-free service life. Sizes and 

types to fit all requirements exact dimensions insure quick assembly and per- 

fect fit. Door thicknesses from 4 up, as required e 

CABOOSE DOORS DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE DOORS 

Met-L-Wood caboose doors are built Widely used by builders on new 

to last the life of the caboose and locomotives, Met-L-Wood doors 

to give wouble-free service the whole guarantee trouble-free operation of 

time, Weather-proof, warp-proof, end and interior doors on diesel 

rot-proof doors can be provided with road locomotives and cab doors 

or without stationary windows in all- for diesel switchers. Furnished to 

rubber sash or with standard drop exact dimeusions, with or without 

sash. Available with or without hard windows; either with hardware in 

ware. In all stzes to exactly meet stalled, or with tapping plates placed 

specifications for hardware assembly on the job. 

Write for this Bulletin M Er T- L-W O O D 
Met-L-Wood Bulletin 520 gives the 

CORPORATION 
complete illustrated story on 

Met-L-Wood doors for railroad uses : 
. | 

shows construction details, de- yy 

scribes standard and special types 

and sizes. Your copy sent free upon 6755 W. 65th Street 
request ~ write for it today. Chicago 38, Illinois 

 MET-L-WOOD © sTKronc... LIGHT...Smooth Finish... Sotind Deadlening ... Fire-Resisting. .. Insulating 
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THe MAIN LINE IS THE 

AIN LINES are heavy-traffic lines — 

“National 

exception, having travelled more miles on 

and the brush line is no 

traction motors, generators and auxiliaries 

than all other makes combined! 

One important reason for their leadership 

lies in the diversity of National” brushes 

Phis brush line comprises not just one or a 

few “leaders”, but a complete family of 

BSR 

The term” National’’, the Three Pyramids Device and the 

Siloer Colored Cable Strand are registered trade -marts 

of Union Carbide and Carton Corporation 

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY 
A Division of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

30 East 420d Street, New Vorks 17,4. 

Sales Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Kansas City 

Low Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francine 

IN CANADA, t Carbide Canada I ted, | 

a 
mes ‘ 

NATIONAL 
TRADE -MARK 

BRUSH LINE! 

specialized designs and grades, engineered 

to assure the longest brush life obtainable, 

commensurate with all other considerations 

of good brush performance 

Why not stop looking and start saving 

National 

and see how good really good brush per 

with brushes? Install them... 

formance can be! 

}a STOP LOOKING... 

START SAVING... 

with 

“NATIONAL” BRUSHES ! 
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NX 
Water- and Air-cooled \ \ 

DIESEL ENGINES 
FOR RAILCARS 

AND LOCOMOTIVES 

DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES 

Air-cooled \ 
DIESEL ENGINES . 

FOR AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT \\ 

YY \ 

Vc 

ANY) D—W.1>HEF0C IY 

’ ’ ] 

\ 

» : : 

SAN 

53 ge 
me \ 

MY 
SAAN \. 

AAA AN 

‘a oe 

QQ 
NY INQ \\ 

LOCKNER-HUMBOLDT-DEUTZ AG - KOLN 
ries from US.A., Alaska, Hawell and Puerto Rico to: DIESEL ENERGY CORPORATION, 

143 Liberty Street, New York 6, N.Y Certain territories open tor distributors 
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WEATHER Co 

your perishable 
shipments 

SNOW 

RAIN 

Sticanliae 

nasriM Sut 

- Bins 
COLD”) =_—=—-—==> 

eee 7. }- a ~~ 
<_.* =. mn N 

—— 

ith 
LOW CONDUCTIVITY Thoroughly washed and : 

sterilized, all-hair heat barrier, Rated conductivity 

25 btu per square foot, per hour, per degree 

F., per inch thick HAI 

LIGHT WEIGHT Advanced processing m 

‘4 tuys cl 

reduce weight of STREAMLITE HAIRINSUL by 40% 
lo . itt } extreme of Mau) 

PERMANENT .. . Does not disintegrate when wet, 
resists absorption. Will not shake dow is fire- i} Mi i iv | the ce pendabdi 

resistant and odorless 

EASY TO INSTALL Blankets may be applied 

to car wall in one piece, from sill to plate and from 

one side door to the other. Self-supporting in wall 

sections between fasteners 

COMPLETE RANGE STREAMLITE HAIRINSUL is 

available /2 to 4 thick, up to 127 wide WHEN WEATHER PROTECTION COUNTS. 
Stitched on 5 r 10° centers between two yers 

of reinforced asphalt laminated paper. Other i fREAMLITE Ht 

weights and facings available 

HIGH SALVAGE VALUE The all-hair content 

does not deteriorate with age; therefore has high 

salvage value. No other type of insulation offers 

a comparable saving 

Write to 

Merchandise Mart 

Chicago 54 

HAIRINSUL 
AMERICAN HAIR = fen, Co 

SETS THE STANDARD BY WHICH ALL OTHER REFRIGERATOR CAR INSULATIONS ARE JUDGED 
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Must We Be Hobbled by the Past? 
In the matter of pa ' «the ratihroad 

! 

ire between coach seat of the Class | railroad \ similar reduct 

the airplane os in parlor and sleeping-car seats and berths, which ha 

the o i ie } ‘ | j ire nd the avail wtually been attained in cars of conventional type, wou 

ability of the ( the othe fhe rail make it possible to reduce the tare of passenger-carryi: 

road and cars by one half. Then. if dining. club, dormitory 

hot attract baggage cars could be given the ame treaty 

patror IT number f ure to the tare weight of the entire passenger train could 

railroad if 

That the 

in half. Th might require yor simplificaty 

pele with 1 mies vi perhaps i direction of that 

peed trat ble. Therefore ished to vel D benefits to the 

in whict ind the rathroad 

the cost After the ex nse Oo velop the roll 

irily te the new type may 1 the first 

that the entire tram will ecdhuces Th { roport 

eflective reduction | cor ly more 

wund this wal 

chanye SeO0 to &3.000 

uplifeatior lhe neces Tae act d the pass 

per-pa el cor i ) ould be cul te proportions 

that © ivht reductior 

lhese tangible wing md the p ibitlities th 

fication and standardization of design afford 

maintenance ire explored if , other fas 

i paper presented by T. C. Gray. vier president, e1 

e beer in Pullman-Standard Car Manufacturing Co 

lighter per before the Railroad Division of the Americar 

© fron ell f Mechanical kngineers durt the annual 

O00 Ib New York on December 2. Some of Mr. Gray 
reability with unong them those referring to auxthary power 

ivid unit illain general acceptances without opposition 

hit per seat of them ean be di issed without therough on 

Spanish Talgo In the present situation, the burden of proof 

it and the those who oppose the author reneral approact 

The lattes needs of the future \ condensatio f his pape 

ented or mother prt 

An editorial i i ‘ November " at vondent lowteall comments 

f Railway oO f a discussed al oads were to start at this time to build all 

irlicular relerenes with permanent ends for general use 

to prevent ti have enough cars in the existi fleet te 

ind delay ill requiren for rmiulliple hipments tor 

inv apprecia » years 

rathroad met It has beer ested that the ripple at way | 

led material i robler rule ve for rathroads to start build 

held against new flat F th permanent end bulkheads of 

tantial cesig ot reneral -interchange mf 

idded cos ) w permanent bulkheads, as 

new ‘ ab onsiderabl le than wh 

lhe use of this construction 

ntire fleet of ily flat cars 

parently by welcome to hippers t veneral 

nore beneficial to railroads 

Special ment was made in the editoria 

ternl hipment delay in transcontinenta vement 

EDITORIALS 
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TESTING Texo 

TUNE IN 

seq y Grease 

TEXACO 979 Rolle Bearing Gricase i 

one of the original greases approved by AAR 

195] 

Close 

check tests ine luding those by | ading he ariny 

effective August |, for journal rolles 

bearing lubrication observation and 

manufacturers—plus millions of miles on more 

than fifty leading railroads —have proved that 

lexaco 979 Roller Bearing Grease retains it 

It re 

sists leakage and stays in the be aring because 

consistency in prolonged severe Service 

it does not soften excessively 

More and more leading railroads are adopt- 

ny lexaco 979 Roller Bearing Grease — gain 

Ing important advantages in better lubrication, 

longer by ATIND life and lowe Mamtenance 

COSTS 

Why not enjoy these benefits on your road / 

A Texaco Representative will gladly give you 

the full story. Juse call che nearest Texaco Rail 

New York 

Paul, St. Louis of 

Sales Office in Way Chicago, San 

Francisco, St Atlanta. Or 

writ 

Ihe lexas ( ompany, Railway Sales 

sion, 145 kast 42nd Street, New York 17 

Divs 

N.Y 

TEX ACO Roilroud wbricants 
AND SYSTEMATIC ENGINEERING SERVICE 
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Se ati 

Cut Parts Inventory 

with Opposed-Piston Diesels 

Did you know that the Fairbanks-Morse Opposed- 

Piston enyine requires the lowest parts inventory 

, 
per horsepower in service 

Opposed Piston engine design eliminates 400%) 

of the moving wearing parts found in com- 

parable diesels. That not only means lower 

y 

~ 

shopping cost, but less money tied up in pro- 

tection parts. 

Important savings in man-hours and money 

make Fairbanks-Morse locomotives your soundest 

motive power investment. Fairbanks, Morse & 

Co., 600 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 5, Illinois. 

A:) FArRBANKS-MORSE 
a name worth remembering when you want the best 

DIESEL LOCOMOTIVES AND ENGINES « RAM CARS AND RAMROAD EQUIPMENT © ELECTRICAL MACHINERY © PUMPS © SCALES © WATER SERVICE EQUIPMENT © HAMMERMILLS © MAGNETOS 
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ol dwise shilting, and no one has so tar questioned Lupnyatoe e years ago. The tra mage { thi ‘ 

thie insalistactory performance cited brut the point “octal recited to a large exte it pcesstul etlort 

stressed that considerable tmprovement has been acl workit with the AAK to establist iding specih 

preparation ind handling of lumber shipments { ' ind ethods of handl lumber tor the 

the last few months. Appropriate cor ittees of the AAR efit he lumber and railroad lusts 

Mechanical Division have been workir » hard and faith With e appreciation of progt " i aele ! 

Pull with shippers to improve lumber loadin for ey t ive th rathroads and shippe ol all the 

inniple ind active collaboration with the West Coa ha il assistance possible iu { t 

Lumbermen’s Association has resulted in eliminatis the le | fur hin flat cars witl er nt | x 

wcidents which occurred in connection with handling heads? 

Why Passenger-Car Trucks Are Heavy 
Lhe thought has sometimes been mistakenly held that ) ubbetr 14 Decelostat mpulprment in 

modern passenger-car trucks are heavy and frequent weed overnor, Ol miscellaneou I45—-total 20 

constitute almost one-third of the total car weight because | cline ot include the wetght of the enerator dri 

the truck frames are in most instances made of cast ct iv be as much as (O00 Tb and {f added ike 

steel. As a matter of fact the frame is a far smaller pre t} inal total 21.292 |b, or over LO t for a 

portion of total truck weight than commonly ipprectated truck 

ind if eliminated entirely would still leave quite a heay tw Ln bserved that while truck isti titut 

truck. In other words, any intensive effort to reduc the lar t single item of weight they represent 

truck weight must take into consideration many othe er oe of the total. Three ite ! brake wd brake 

factors and details besides the frame jipment aggregate 3.291 Ib, and thu h re | 

The weight breakdown of a typu il modern fou e-hait a much as the truck casting larl lor 

wheel passenger car truck with O-ir by Il-in. pourna of ious type weight 2 } t i thor 

ind outside swing hangers shows the follow ca the weight of the castin Obviously. therefore 

weight in pounds truck castings, 6.412 ixle 14 vil in total truck weight ca ected with it 

\O-it wheels, 3.580: roller bearin 1.696: forgi change design which will redus { he 

2.3559: .cla ) brake eat »050 springs LO12 wile hear 1 ca bul lorvings brake eur ! i! tet 

Sic Transit. .... 
‘ tu pruarye | 

The death f J. A. Andreucetti on November 20 | peak in axle generator 

it the age ! >) marks the puasstit [a era. Bor | iv interter vith tt or t thy 

OGL. he entered rathroad service n LOOL with t Sut it the foresight and { these en th 

Thhir Central operati department, transfert t ire responsible for the apy fF elertricit 

the lectrical department f the Chicago and Nort ulroad , e now kne it fact that the 

Western and Chicag st. Paul. Minne poll ind @) ‘ rick hy sul ' len tl 

OO5. Work in th department became his lite ire ealedd tt hea hand | ‘ t per itt 

i he wivanced trom electrical helper ' i'M ft } t wl Lh tucdied. 1 ‘ serct. th 

tt il er neer | LOL 7 mad the recor ‘ | uiroa 

| i ryt Krie tit leest Kt ! f Heots i it l 

! rk ith what is now the Eleets il Section LAR f ! her er railroad departs if 

It i ! ‘Hh, that a il grouy f railroad if lependent things electrica ‘ ' 

t ether I ilizing that the lectrical tant | hal ttle nfu 

| I in i int and ‘ ! leed er it I real held tt \ t 

‘ th t th ‘ | ‘ lirection, & it la ! ule i i 1 it 

I nized tl \ cial { Car | ritur | nee | ( tte rk } ed a 

J ' f the i d in LOLO) he , hea bi , 

t i treasure! i } ki unt } ret Cdlder ’ 

| lhe nar 1 th \ cial i iter ! I heat i ! 1) 

t the \ (iatior ! Rail i hI i hy eer \ r } ' i ' | 

i t became the Elects “ Mect { hie \ | 

1) AAR iu ntl t rk. thar } 

1) the ear | f the a il ha | | \ , t f 

‘ ere re ! look jpoon Ule i ij i i bu ! } if ! t} hoy mia 

i I k jldnt | wl har i it f | } b 
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Average freight car has only 
1 hot box every 12 years 

Vew development makes 

waste pack an efficient 

lubricator at the same time 

it reduces maintenance 

and servicing requirements 

| ae or truch 

years without a road failure 

ing’ Chances are they do 

road-haul truck Ver 

themselves don't last that los 

Well, railroad solid beari 

cars do even better than that no 

these cars average 20 years old. In 195 

there were only 156,328 se fis for the 

million-odd freight) car operated 

over Class | railroad lines. That's only one set-otf tain constant ournal-to-packing pressures, and you 

for each 12.8 car per year equivalent to each cat vet a constant feed of oil 

having one hot box every 1 veal 

On one road, R-S Journal Stops have been in 

How to Double This Good Record service for over two years. There hasn't been a 
hearing replace ement much less a hot box. And 

Indications are that with the Magnus R-S Journal that’s only half the story. To get it all, write to 

Stop railroads can cut the number of set-offs in half Magnus Metal ¢ orporation 11) Broadway, New 

double the car miles per hot box of any kind, and York 6; or 80 FE. Jackson Boulevard, Chicago 4 

the miles per bearing t Why? Because from 

0) to 70% of all hot boxe ire caused by waste 

and this new low-cost device makes the conven 

tional waste par k an efheient lubricator. First, it MAGNUS 

positively keeps the bulk packing where it belongs 

Second, the bearing can't be cocked off its seat on ft oe 

the journal to trap lint or short strands beneath the 

bearing crown, And third, during braking or im olid AA “in 6 

pacts the box can't rise to compress packing and 

interrupt the oil feed, Withis iven limits you main 

Right for Railroads 

...tn performance ...in cost 

MAGNUS METAL CORPORATION Subsidiary of NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY 
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Seven-ton, full-scale railroad journal bearing test machine showing two 5')-in. by 10-in. journal-boxes assembled with ver 

tical loading yokes and axial load cylinders 

Progress in Railroad Bearing Lubrication 
Pik bxcyctoreptia Brirannica defines a bear 

the stationary support which carries a moving element 

of a machine and maintains the proper relationship of 

the moving element to the stationary element. A bearis 

usually allows the moving element perfect: freedor lor 

one form of motion, such as rotation, and at the sam relationships between friction, loads, and lubrieant ty pe 

lime prevents any other form of motion”. In most bear In his test work in which he used lard, rapeseed, sper 

i! the moving surfaces are separated by rollers, ball ind mineral oils he found cquile | chance that ther 

or 4a lubricant film and. in general. are classified eithe: was an actual fluid pressure developed within the 

is rolling friction or sliding friction bearings tit He proceeded to find thi pre ire distribut 

Since bearings are an integral part of almost eves experimentally 

chine, proper functioning of the machine depend er I 1886, Professor Osborne Ri | it the | 

itertally upon the proper functioning of the bear erst f Manchester, clarified Towes ork in a pul 

In addition to the bearing design and construction. tl ithe fa mathematical anal hich bee nia 

lubricant used in the bearing pla Ao omost signifies the principles of the basic theor lf hydrodyna 

role in the performance of the bearn md. in tur ! ities i t is known toda I hie 1 nificant 

the machine itself f he ls theory is the principle 1 the edge-sl 

Without a doubt. most bearings are used for ipport ! er lubricant fils earl peraty 

of rotatin hafts or journals, Oh American 1 i ibe int adheres to the ‘ ' i if if urta 

tlone. there are actually millions of such bear y ind | rue of its viseostt i e fused pre 

ployed as locomotive and car journal bearing \ eveloy n the film. The pre peed i 

other whinery, the proper functioning of th i thi id and separates the meta irface 

tock dependent upon bearing performances Va idditional investigators e the da t He 

id nave ale ina) are tin ike ilsta 

Railroad Bearing Research mtributions to the theory of lubricat pioneers 

Father of Lubrication Theory the initial work with railroad tu 

It is parti ularly interesting to note that the tu Railroad Growth 

railroad bearing lubrication provided the timulu With the tamcovement of th: we be 

the development of the theoretical basis of hydrod 
itter part f the erohteent) entur } are \ 

lubrication fundamentals. It wa mn 1885 that Beau : 
t ipplication t team bocomot iid } | 

champ Dower conducted a series of ¢ kperiments in | 

land of railwa bearimgs which he measure t} apa entirely new mode _ ortathe 

tiated which contributed mater to a great 

the United Stat | the fi 
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These cylindrical roller-bearing testers operate under heavy loads 
Bearing and Lubricant condition at completion of 500-hr runs used 
to pre dict performance of greases in service 

Two roller and cage assemblies at completion of simulated service 

run on railroad journal bearing test machine. Amount and condition 

of the grease on these bearing elements show differences in perform 

ance of Grease A ‘left! and Grease 8B ‘right 

chanically powered trai | erioan Continent wa 

drawn by a steam loco e bu New York. In L869 

it Was possible to travel oust coast by rail. By 

1948 the total mil o i ‘ ! 2 ed from the 

inttial GO to 

Rail Freight Increases 

Although not the only factor contril iw to the great 

industrial stride ancl the elope of the United 

States from a few «= i world power 

the railroad played a \ t part, With searcely 

more than © per pulation and 5 per 

cent of its land T ted Stat has more than 29 

per cent of the Agricultural and 

industrial 

goods, has increased. In 1952 the Lnited States produced 

21.3 per cent of the world’s wheat (exclusive of U.S.S.R 

ind China) 

duced 46 per cent of the steel. Industrial progress in other 

owned 12 per cent of the cattle and pro 

countries as well has accompanied the extension of this 

form of transportation and it is to be expected that the 

industrial developments in what are now more backward 

countries will follow this pattern. In this connection, it 

is interesting to note that in the past two decades world 

rail freight increased by 182 per cent. 

Great progress in the design and construction of rail 

way equipment accompanied the physical expansion of 

the railroads. Not only were advances made in comfort 

and safety to the traveler, but improvements were realized 

to increase efliciency and reliability of all rolling stock 

This progress has made possible the utilization of the 

yreater motive power as locomotive design advanced and 

trains became larger and faster 

Daily Mileage 46.5 

Progress in railroad operation such as the replacement 

if the steam locomotive by the diesel have permitted in 

creased trip length with less frequent stops for watering 

ind refueling. Railroad statistics show that the daily 

iverape mileage for freight cars has increased from 2% 

in 1920 to 46.5 in 1950, accompanied by an increased 

average speed from IL.l to 16.8 mph Also, during this 

same period, the average freight-car capacity has in 

creased from 42.4 to 52.6 tons. The figure which com 

bines both the speed and load factors is the number of 

ton-miles per train hour, In freight service, this has in 

creased three-fold in the years 1920 to 1952 when the 

ton-miles per train hour increased from a total of 7,405 

to 22.507. 

Although over the last 30 years. except for the period 

during World War Il, there has been a steady declins 

in passenger travel as indicated by the passenger miles, the 

train speeds and the trip lengths have greatly increased 

lor example, in 1920 the daily average passenger loco 

motive mileage was 158.5 miles, while in 1952 it was 

66.1 miles 

Progress has also been realized in the field of lubri 

cants and lubrication. As a result of research and testin 

improved petroleum products have been developed to 

keep pace with the demands and often-times open the 

vay for equipment and performance advances 

Importance of Maintenance Costs 

\ very important consideration in railroad operation 

is the cost of equipment maintenance As shown by the 

following tabulations, the cost of freight and passenge! 

ir maintenance has risen rapidly from 1940 to 1952 

Increased hourly labor costs have greatly affected this 

(pense, 

In addition, the number of available maintenance hour 

has been drastically reduced due to fewer employes and 

horter workit week. Journal-box maintenance is an ap 

preciable part of the total maintenance and. hence 

ubject to these same limitation 

Importance of Lubrication Research 

Both the increased operating demands and the trend 

in maintenance economics place a premium on continued 

improvements in bearing design, lubricants, and lubs 
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a STMENT 
YEARLY CAR MAINTENANCE—COST OF REPAIRS* 

eR JOURNAL 
BEARING 

SuPPORT 

£ n BEARING 
) ee oa 

; CYLINDER AP oy 
‘ 2es, 3 

x 

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT PAYROLL" Ve ee! Sonat 
Ss 

a 1} 

aes " 
| 

‘ 1 
‘4 

le errr" 

oY ppt tidda A 
ba 4 

hy. 7s a7 : if gn q +> 
J *) ty i 

. 

YORA wWTROLS VERTICA ADING CYLINOER 

cation practices. It is the job of research to produce thes 

One end of the test machine showing details of test box. support 

iniprovements It can be seen that even small 1 bearing and hydraulic loading units 

ments will result in large over-all benefits, in’ the rht 

of the more than 1.745.778 freight and 37 S59 passe er VERTICAL ADJUSTMENT 

cars il service 

Railroad Journal Bearing Test Machine 

Over the many years of studying bearing lubricat > 

| lul lI on and investigating lubrication problems in our laborator GAUGES r 
0 ous mics ons j 1 ous fo machines ?} 4 for various application numerous test whit | JOURNAL 80x 

been constructed and operated Not a few of these ha FRICTION “] 

been specifically for studying the lubrication of railroad ARM 4 
{ ’ 

journal bearings. All of these tests have served the A ha LATERAI 
} Hi" ADJUSTMENT , 4 

pose of coming to a better understandir of the prot Ly y 

ind have ultimately resulted in more and better lubricant on 4 
‘ F > 4 

The railroad journal bearing test machine | j 

the significant achievements in realizing the drea ] BASE 

the laboratory, that is. to have a bearing test macl = — — +. 

on which full ~t ale pourt il bane s could be ub ected : 1 " 

the load and speed « maditions encountered on the i -~- hen ane A> >> a dss S39 

railroad right-of-way A FLOTATION 

LOAD CYLINDER 

50.000 Ib Maximum Loading : WN 7 (OiL PRESSURE 
_.. TO 1000 PS| 

a 

Steady vertical loads which corr ast i} 

weight and ladin 1 the car car ipplied to the schematic section through a roller-bearing journal box of railroad 
journal bearing test machine showing vertical loading yoke and ftlota 

bearing up to @ mar u oft DEMME I ly vchelil tion f¢ permit bearing friction measurement 

ertical shock loads can I upel posed nm othe 

load to simulate the bearing loadis (perienced t pourna upport Ti 

result f pass r ra parti t Horiz \ ther drawn } i } ection thy 

r aXxia id both stead " I k 1upl i test | anil T b \ | 

I itt wdit resultit w hie i! ! meu ! ! hvdraulu pre ! | i i i ! 

urve r pa t er Viaximnu t xia | kor vertical loadi {te th 

of OO Th are | ible. Shock ul Preepue ! nder. The pr j i t the 

ly iried up ft MM) cycles per 1 ite to corre } ind ea ft L rat tt 

thie ulated peed of the car Thee ixia welt t toy } , irmal beox \ rt } riz | 

| ! ! tl relati i il t herent } al ter bone | } } 

ty] aad cle i t] Xf Journal rotat i ir boy the P " ' 

rtt ra 1 spe | ipt tt | | iM , pr feogt byeot L 

per hour train sy | that th id 

| | i lat fu x r t} ke fre 

i either end of tl urnal. | i haft 

| 1 pedesta Dearit i j eit | | i i ty 

f sf} t cr } nie f oh vl | " , nt r hea ' te 

| i il i} { the tl t Lh ‘ ea t ! 

! 1 eact urnal ! vhicl i ( 1 if t | 

thi re ul i 1} loubl I I i irial ‘ 

‘ il wl nd ip the a i tr } } ' 

i l ira i? il ! | ’ ether hh ter beri | tet 

‘ tia ternal deta wh a rt } ! if «hut { 
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Electron micrographs of samples of roller-bearing grease. At the left 
the new grease; at the right. the same grease after having completed 

satisfactory operation in a roller-bearing journal box 

bearing load failure 

heatin 

Bearing temy ure ecorded at a control panel 

Bearing frieti iriedie wed imdieator and eles 

trical control ‘ oO lo d this panel. Hydraulic 

load system flow pressure ives, indicatin 

the bearing load front of the machine 

just below the jase plate 

A hand crank used it 7 ction with the strain 

rages to locate the load accurately over the journal center 

before the turt fara 

Lubrication of Roller Bearing Journal Boxes 

The application of ro bearings on railway rolling 

stock is not new: the first installations were made in the 

Although some of these early 

installations experienced problen the performance of 

ind served to establish roller 

bearings as anoimportant part of railroad operating equip 

ment, With the increased speeds of operation and the con 

early nineteen hundred 

many was quite satisfactory 

cern for passenger comfort, i is quite natural that the 

roller bearis hould he first ipplied ou that ly yn of 

wrvicg 

At about ipplieation of roller 

bearing wis tad ou | ‘ i! locomotives, first 

to the truck me me oar wheels, With the 

diesel-electric locomotiy oller be ngs were used almost 

exclusively fro uvh the application 

to freight rollis oO not hee er general, some 

irs are being eq dowith roller irings. A great deal 

of experimental work nducted by bearing 

manutacturer railroad na iter int suppliers to ex 

plore the use « ile In i lor thi service 

Roller bearis al 1 two race i cuue 

ind roller Phe eleme 1] ing contact bearings 

require care ful design al irate construction. From 

t first consideration might | expected that friction 

losses could be ah ninated in this type 

of bearing which « ’ ) es rollers between twe 

plane surfaces. H ‘ lion is not nearly so 

simple and Clion losse ( ecu Geometrical inaccu 

racies and conh ti 1 the earn surfaces cause 

some resistance no materials are 

perfectly rigid ree ride rs cause 

slipping to to rolling 

These plain-bearing brasses have been subjected to typical railroad 

service conditions on the laboratory test machine. Wiped surface 

results from mild flow of babbitt to conform to journal 

The fact that roller bearings often operate for long 

veriod ol me without attention ind even with ery 

thin coat of lubricants on the parts frequently leads 

lo the erroneous conception that the roller bearing needs 

no lubrication or its lubrication is relatively unimportant 

idded to the 

operate at a higher Lemp rature 

Also. some contusion is overall picture be 

cause these bearit may 

and have somewhat higher friction when lubricated 

Proper Lubricant Important 

Lubrication of a roller bearing serves the following 

functions 1) provides a film to lubricate the sliding 

contact areas between the rolling elements and their re 

tainers; (2) provides protection for the highly finished 

accurately ground surfaces against rust and corrosion 

$) assists in the formation of a seal against the entrance 

(4) cushions the shock 

and distributes the load as the rolling elements enter the 

of dirt and other foreign matter 

loaded zone (5) aids the dissipation of heat 

Phe very accurate dimensions and fine surface finishes 

required for the satisfactory operation of roller bearings 

an easily be destroyed if the proper lubricant is not 

used, Lubricant selection should be based upon the beat 

ing operating conditions, Le speed, load and tempera 

ture 

However, such factors as bearing housing design 

accessibility for relubrication, and possibilities for con 

tamination by moisture and foreign matter have an im 

portant influence on the lubricant choice. In general. it 

has been the practice to use as light a lubricant as car 

be successfully retained in the bearing. Both car oils and 

greases are being used to lubricate roller bearing car 

boxes: however, the present tendency is toward more 

wide-spread use of grease. In spite of the higher cost of 

rrease over cal the longer service life and less re 

quired makeup give an overall economy with respect to 

the grease 

ase has the advantage over oil in serving as a better 

seal to prevent the entrance of foreign matter It is alse 

more easily retained in the journal box In railway serv 

ice, the desirable goal is to renew the lubricant only at 

wheel turn . and al wheel ree wals 

Roller Bearing Lubrication Research 

Roller bearing lubrication has been the subject of con 

siderable research and a wealth of data has been devel 

oped to show the performance of lubricants over a wide 

variety of operating conditions The railroad journal 
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G = . - . P A a a j The main parts of a plain bearing railroad urnal box 

,4 > > a 4 4 
2 2 . a 2 , 

TIME HOURS ited fiat there ire thhore thar PIM MDE 1 tvie 

i ely ‘ . | ‘ tive t Wa 
Equilibrium bearing temperature triction curves for a grease lubricated ournal box on treight ar i \ t 

roller bearing from results on railroad journal bearing test machine railroads. The plain bearing asseiml nerally 

ved | relatively simple construct The inter 

bearing test machine provides another tool which ext irt ire the bearing. journal. and we 1} } 

the Scope of the laboratory testing to full-scale car bea tele the housing. closed at one end . 1 and at 

ings under the conditions of dynamic loading and speed he other with a dust guard 

encountered in service lest methods developed in t The bearings. in general. are fabr ' : indrica 

laboratory for the roller bearing journal boxes ik ent f different material than the le or journa 

possible the evaluation of oils and greases for this set th wh it is to operate. A cor ent ster 

ice under controlled and repeatable conditions. The « brass with a babbitt lining which p1 ’ comfort 

tensive tests which have been conducted have st shiliey with the iournal. The wedage serves ( lietribut 

excellent correlation with actual service the load and to seat the bearing proper 

By systematic variations of the grease ¢ mnponents and : vat installations. oi! ia fed to ti iurnal fr 

evaluations in the full-scale test bearings. essential the oil reservoir in the botto: { the urnal box | 

formation has been developed which leads to a bett ipillary action of a packing whi nl 

understanding of the reasons why certain lubricants ar ‘inn weal In some cases, packis — on re used 

4 } , more effective than others. Results have also show: help maintain the waste in p eos hur witct 

factors which influence grease performance and ha ind “humpir operation Harvey the procedur 

\ 0 0 ‘ ; sehen m oof the mater ven information aiding in the leeti rth il aat thre issification yards | inne tele i! Ta 

to be used in grease formulations ra ley the peration, the car ine ished | i 

P I i; raised sector i ty " alle i hu 

Laboratory Tests Reveal Temperatures 
‘ tro whict the car then coast I l through 

The laboratory tests have made possible the obtainis witch to the particular trae k o1 hich the train is bet 

of bearing friction and temperatures in roller bear nade up. The impact upon contact th the other ut 

f different manufacture and design undet irying test the tra causes relative ti 

conditions. Lubricant leakage. condition of the ar i earit ind waste dislodgement 

bearing elements, bearing deposits, and grease change \ peratit with a sufficient TTT f tal 

in’ be evaluated, The latter can be accomplished e heat will be completely separated {1 the jours 

examining the chemical and physic il condition of the i wed haped oad upport i ler 

yrease after it has been subjected to the service-t pe oper dit the bear Iriet ine i } 

iting conditions I hie electror miter cop ha pet ' ' lti fy r i } 

be an invaluable tool in coming t i better understand big earane pane Due t i} heut 

ft the performance of reas Information ha bere pare perate il ' ot bers 

tained on the influence of bearn perating variable , | frictional 

hangs I reas tructur \l thie flects ! : asocl the 

, ti ina inulacturi proce ‘ reuse ! ferentia biel , 

ha bere tudied that grease tt eratul | 

t ha pecitie charactertst lieal thy 

A ! il ‘ er ! 

Friction and Temperature Are Important i! » hear f ' 

Beart frictior ind equiltbriu te erature ti ‘ machked bearit thie Tf thie , 

eans of studying the effect of oil viscosit shy tinst tl immnal as we 1s tl f 

ruantil ind rotational speed in the bear peerat ince | heat 1 bas pack j i 

l hese ime criteria may be used to determine i ! eKil 1 the ; ! tu 1 thie 

rrease charge tor the bearing and the re lane t } / 1 thee hread the pack 

new) ma workll It if nw theme | ‘ ert 

: thie packit trict ! j i 

Lubrication of Plain Journal Boxes nial seen % pack ‘ 

| pite ol the replacement of pla heart ! i i lore itler 1 the beat 
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Typical curves plotted from plain-bearing 

data obtained with the journal-bearing 
test machine 

PACKED 

SPRAY 

COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION 

Ihe failure properly result 

in overheatin rele has hecome 

i eriou | i ‘ qui i out the ear tron 

the train to wement. Since this 

cuuse delay 1 cat costly. Car mile 

per hot-box ot Corse lerabl depending on 

the seasor lroad involved Sore 

road have i orpeo onate j ! if hot boxes 

because of contaminati bemy handled, short 

i condition If hot 

early they can lead 

haul trafle, or sore 

boxe are not detectec Hirentl 

to more serious dana we bearing and axle and 

even result in train ae 

The incidence of “ ’ ‘ j closely related 

to seasonal variation i temperature particularly during 

extreme temperature lhe lower viscosities 

resultin fron the 0 \“\ wr probably affeet the 

thicknesses. In low 

iste roll and yral Is 

much pre iler bere itimt ol ‘ nerea ed 

oil 

Alc with increased 

inv of the oils is much ree 

bearing to reduce the mini fils 

temperature the tendenc 

viscosity of the 

lhe occurrence of ho one owing closely after 

the repacking of journal ! the installation of 

new brass has been ob is gomg te 

oceur from = this ource hown that it 

most often happet withir i short tine 

after leaving the termin 

Some shiftin ol wa occur during 

“humping” as well as duris operation of a car 

This may cause the jours waste threads 

and carry them int the nice where thes 

cause localized high frietion na 1 spots which further 

develop inte pene il bearin ‘ eating In more severe 

came 1 vers ubstantial porty of the dislodged waste 

aru the brass | nder 

some condition Ww iiste etthi Occur to the extent that 

may be caught hetween the 

the packing love contact with the urnal and no feed 

ing of oil to the bearin Because of poor or 

improperly seated eal el itter such as dirt 

snow, rain and other dl ble materials find their 

way into the journal boys where they contaminate the 

lubrv ant ind may cause « " ‘ ' its properties 

Inspection and preventive maintenance have become 

more difficult since present day trains are assembled and 

depart much more rapidly. The less frequent and shorter 

stops of the modern train do not provide sufficient time 

or occasion for as thorough inspections and servicing 

ws had been customary in the past. Much more rapid 

interchanging of cars and shorter periods of time in 

which the cars on the same road are also making 

dificult to schedule 

entioned, the cost of maintenance has increased pri 

irily bere iuse of hi ner labor costs Also the personnel 

iintenance prog As previously 

for inspection and servicing has decreased r 

Bearing Wear-in Not Gradual 

With the rapid wecelerations now possible with the 

vh powered diesel-electric, bearing wear-in’ periods 

ire not as gradual and there is less time for the bearing 

to make adjustments for abnormal conditions. Also with 

rapid acceleration there may be insufhicient time for the 

establishment of an adequate lubricant) film. Conse 

quently. under these conditions high frietion will occur 

ind high lemperature will develop 

Because of the 

costs and the 

constantly increasing maintenance 

continued interest i inproving railroad 

ervice and effecting economies in operation, a much 

realet emphasi is being given to the subject) of hot 

boxe 

Bearing manufacturers, railroads and lubricant sup 

pliers are studying the problem and making concerted 

efforts to achieve a satisfactory solution. Progress has 

heen realized in all fields of endeavor. Improvements 

have been made in bearing materials, in bearing design 

and in the finishing and dimensioning of the various 

elements. Concern for the type of packing has led to 

better selection of the material used in the waste as 

well as improved methods for handling and reclaiming 

it 

Desivns have been suggested which substitute other 

types of oilers for that commonly used. Various me 

chanical devices such as waste retainers have been 

devised to overcome the shortcomings of waste packings 

Several rather radically new bearing designs, at least 

for railway service, which provide much more accurate 

fitting of journal and bearing with more positive lubricant 

supply mechanisms “are beings suggested. \ number ot 

these are under test either in laboratories or on the 

roads. It is inevitable that some of these will result in 

improvements in the reliability of this already tried and 

proven tf echanism 

Plain Bearing Lubrication Research 

Research work at our laboratories has been continued 

to further extend and apply the fundamentals of hydro 

dynamic lubrication to plain bearing studies in general 

Special emphasis has been directed toward the study of 

the lubrication of the solid-type railroad journal box 

and its specific problems. Basic studies have been con 

ducted to determine the effects of oil viscosity, journal 

speed and load, bearing dimensions (such as clearance 

ind length to diameter ratio), and oil flow on the pet 

formance of bearings as measured by bearing friction 

hearing and journal temperatures, lubricant film thick 

ness, journal eccentricity, bear are, and film pressure 
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distribution. Complete bearing performance data, includ 

ing the film thickness measurements, have been obtained 

over a wide range of operating conditions with numerous 

types of lubricants 

lo further enhance the understanding of these ver 

complex lubrication phenomena, transparent beari 

have been specially constructed so that under actual 

bearing operation the formation of the fluid films co 

be observed visually. By means of high speed phot 

yraphic techniques the phenomena were recorded {| 

detailed analysis and study. By the introductior 

colored dyes into the lubricant films and then observi 

the distribution of the dye throughout the film, a muel 

clearer understanding of the circulation of lubricant 

within the film was developed. Differences between th 

behavior of various types of lubricants in this respect 

were marked 

Plain bearing studies on the full-seale railroad journal 

test machine are also possible since this tester had bee 

cle signed to accommodate all ly pes and makes of railroad 

bearings in the sizes from 5!6 by LO in. through 6 

by 12 in. The shaft for the plain bearing studies had 

heen designed so that the test journal sections were 

identical to the car axle ends as specified by AAR. Ts 

eliminate any possible influence from variations in the This plain-bearing journal box is being run in the laboratory under 

waste packing and the packing procedures on the oil load with grease lubrication. Considerable circulation of the grease 

performance studies, some testing was conducted i $O The CORNING CON OS CSR E5'S CORED GY ante reteten 

which a special oil spray and circulation was provided 
String grabbing tendencies of car oils have been evaluated 

Oil picked up by a pump from the journal box reservoir 
both at high and low ambient temperature conditions j 

was sprayed against the journal through a series of orifice 0 ciilie Seidialiace inet aided 

located axially along the journal below the brass. Heat 

exchangers in the system provided a means for contro : ; : 
of oll: Vemma Ws prt ceiclieia ck Malai Grease Lubrication of Plain Bearings 

The effects of oil viscosity on bearing temperatur Many investigators coneerned with the hot bn 

and friction have been determined and studies conducted problem consider that the elimination of the waste pack 

to show the influence of speed, load, and viscosity o1 ing is essential to a completely satisfactory and reliable 

the bearing performance, particularly in the operatiy plain bearing for railroad service. In the past severa 

zone where full hydrodynamic conditions might be givin years this approach has been evidenced by numero 

way to boundary lubrication conditions. This operatior papers published in technical journals and presented | 

is not unlike the starting, stopping. or low speed service technical societies. The rather fundamental studies whiel 

on the railroads. By examination of the wear pattert were conducted on the previously mentioned bearing te 

on the bearing surface which has been run under such machines with grease as a lubricant, suggested the fea 

conditions, particularly when some wiping occur { bility of grease for the lubrication of plain journal box 

is possible to deduce the causes and effects. Influences o In particular, these studies showed that a hydrodynat 

various bearing materials and oils and EP additives is load supporting film was developed with grease in mucl 

the oils on the perlormance under such conditions the same way as for a fluid type lubricant and the 

studied. The effect of break-in or run-in procedure ¢ , coelheients of Trietion were of the ime order of 1 

new bearing has been found to be quite important relat nituce 

to the load carrying ability without overheating Observations of the flow of grease in a plain 

bvaluations have also been made using waste packi ndicated that grease exhibits somewhat direction 

in the journal box to determine the effeets of oil vise properti his was indicated in the bearing 

on the friction and running temperature of the bearir relatively low resistance to flow in the direetion 

Under operating conditions with flooded lubrication journal rotation while in the axial direction there wa 

furnished by the spray system, bearing frictions resistance to flow in that end leakage was low 

operating temperatures were lower than when the 

cation was supplied from the waste packing. This v Experimental Principles Applied 

due not only to more satisfactory lubrication o he The principles observed in the exp 

bearing but also to elimination of the friction whi been applied to the full Size car 

results from the waste contacting the journal d journal bearing tester. Grease was charged 

Studies have also been made by means of special bencl the box to a level sufficient for the journal to dip 

tests to determine the effect of lubricant viscosity, thread ind pick up grease and carry it o the clearance space 

quality, and type on the wicking or capillarity of the The investigations which are continuing, show the 

waste packing. The tests designed to evaluate this pri p f grease fluidity on the circulation of the greas 

erty, independently of the bearing, show that there are hxperimental work shows some of the factor 

marked differences in oils and wastes in this respect (Continued on pa 
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Train KX coming and going 

Realistic Goals in 

Railway Passenger-Car Design® 

KAI TRANSPORT of passengers is and will continue to be a 

vital and necessary part of our ee Related prob 

lems, many and knotty though the In ire capable of 

solution. A reasonable measure of succe in meeting and 

solving these problem hould produce profitable passen 

ger operation for the railroad industry. Leaving the 

problem of rates, public relations ervices, schedules 

ele lo experts in those field is there one wherein the 

car builder figures prominently This question was well 

answered in an editorial appea Railway Age 

which state in part 

The basic difficulty in the carriage { passengers by 

rail today is that it costs too much —for the railroads 

Surely the gap is not to be found i profits of the pas 

enger-car builder People don’t consider abandoning a 

business which provide Ubstantial profit The real key 

is that the railroads are trying to fight mass-produced 

automobile and bus ever iif transports with cus 

tom-built equipment purchased generally ino small lots 

ind in erratic “peak inal alle ! in_dividual road 

pecihieations, The buyers demar eight and strength 

factors completel ul «of oy i ther formes of 

transportation 

What ort of ria ulead da with an 

ive automobile age {25 year eve 10 years? We 

would not be tending t ut of date. We would be out 

of date, Isn't « entional rocar de n headed 

toward obsol 

As of January 1, 1954 i tof all passer 

er train ear ed oof iseal (la 1 railroads and 

the Pullman Compar were betwee | and 5 years old 

while 62.6 per cent were over 2 re old. The average 

age of all passenger train cars wa iO year Obsoles 

cence may well be closel ted t! ipproximate sixty 

million dollar reduction in coach and the near fourteet 

million dollar reduction in par ind sleeping car revenue 

hetween 1947 and 1952 

* New lightweight construction 
¢ Central auxiliary power supply 
¢ Standardized modules or units 

No one is in a better position to appreciate the full 

significance of the present passenger-car problem than 

the nation’s car builders. To illustrate, let me quote a few 

statistics. 

In the period 1945 through 1953. Pullman-Standard 

mult 1.235 domestic non-sleeper passenger train cars frot 

1S. different floor plans for 41 different customers: 44 

per cent ol these had less than three and 73.5 per cent 

had less than seven cars per plat In this san period 

ve built 913 domestic sleeping cars, excluding trooy 

leepers, from 66 different Hoor plans and for 36 differ 

nt railroads, Of these 21 per cent had less than thr 

ind 12.5 per cent te than even cars per plat 

4 $50 Million Penalty 

The entire car building tndustry during the 

through 1953 period built 4275 domesti pra 

ind sleeping cars, excluding troop cars. A conserva 

penalty of S12.000 per car, as a result of “custom bu 

ng «dictated | railroad individual preferences, det 

i penalty of more than fifty million dollars in. first t 

ilove ind this is just the beginning 

Lee of special msistent designs and ite 

equipment has cost the ratlroads many more dollar 

expanded inventory, added tintenance, and alterat 

work to correct service produced difhteulties not previ 

inticipated 

Mans steps eat bye taken to nw ike the « irriage of is 
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Bedroom | Bedroom 

SLEEPING CAR 

6 ROOMETTES 4 BEDROOMS 6 OPEN SECTIONS 
EXHIBIT PLAN No. 2205 

Duplex Roomettes 

Pre ngineered modules or units assembled in a basic floor plan 

er ‘ costly. For instances i ~ diftheult tor u SS 

the car building industry to comprehend the receipt ADVANTAGES OF CENTRAL POWER SYSTEM 

juines from railroads with such divergence in specif One main power source to service and inspect 

itions and yet for near alike utility and for a very fe Power source located in a protected enclosure 

irs in each inquiry. Why can't they get together and take Lower inventories of spare parts 
idvantage of at least prorating the costly engineet Lower replacement costs 

Elimination of large storage batteries 
Standardization is certainly a partial solution ‘ 

Sealed unit: compressors 
In LORS. a number of railroad presidents indicated thei 

, : Brushless motors with sealed pre-greased 
nterest in standardization. The American Railway ¢ hearine 

ei us 
rst las i 1 i f . i is we -W if . Institute has taken active interest this worth-wl No power conversion units for fluorescent 

project and has made considerable paper progr lighting, radio, or entertainment systems. 
Nineteen floor plans covering all types of nonsleeping cat ba a eS ae - 

were approved by the AAR in 1950. In 1952 agreement 

was reached on six basic sleeping-car plans which Lighter Materials 

shortly be resubmitted to the AAR for final action The use of lighter materials | near mandatory | 

intmnum weight, Aluminum alloys have been used ext 

Module or Unit Construction ively in the construction of railroad passenger cars | 

tructural members has been limited. Inter In addition to taking active part in the A.RLCLL. stand heir use in 

ardization program Pullman-Standard is designin the higher trength-weight ratio together with the 

the module principle to allow flexibility in pla iT levelopment of new magnesiut jlumimoum alloy wt 

rangement Basic sleeping root ire engineered im unit end themselves to fabric ition b welding should ! 

together with electric lockers. general toilets, air-condi ite considerable interest in) these hter material 

tioning installations, linen-equipment lockers, ete ind issenger car 

basic floor plans are available into which these individua Aluminum alloy O1S-T6 offer ood Corrost re 

units may be so arranged as t eet railroad require ince, ductility and weldability, and appears to be | 

ents. Pullman-Standard also is concentrati rable as a structural material for rathroad passe 

ponent interchange ability hetweer primary i ! cat Past railroad ¢ (perience th the higher ire 

thus helping to simplify customer inventory ypper bearing aluminut tlle has admitted! et 

\ modern conventional coach weight ely apor lisapy niment regarding corr f lanes ( ( 

per passenger with an Ipprors ite cost 1 SZ1MM iluminum has been used tructural n tira port 

assenver. Transcontinental coache ind sleep equipment such as street cars, tank car snd hopper 

j the locomotive i i luxur type tram wher lor i ea ind its over-all ut t has bee pre 

iged with other aeeded cars in the cor t. will more tha he present AAR rule state that a tructura 

ible these figures. It would ippear that weight a teria i hich the yield strength « eos Of) pet 

+t ratios should be brought more in line th that of the te e strength shall not be used } rule 

itomobale hus in_d airplane ee petiteor if pa lea i fuctility tr iH 

ness is to survive There are alwa probe t estriction, though we ral [ i t aj 

“4 ed when new and di ryvent ae rs are i tea riat r Ol I¢ sbturrinue i 7 t! 

he an be overcotr i the esr lor | re eat wrifice in yield tr tt if ind ft 

! pellin t hich considered seri 
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Floor plan of a central auxiliary power-kitchen car with dual generator sets 

10-4” OVER POSTS 10-0" OVER POSTS 

| ro | eae, | j 

SECTION + SECTION AT ) ; 
(MPIY CAR AT TRUCK (CENTER OF CAR 

| oO 

‘ CG. EMPTY CAR a =) 
i | TOP OF FLOOR n| © iv Ss 4 ~ “A 

- “7 yi ro “| fl | : 4 J j = i | = ! 
iv ' ~* = i i 4g + on 

' cs ! j Tr sis t Z| = ! 
$6° DIA. WHEELS 28° DIA WHEE N> 8” DIA. WHEEL 

Cross-sections of conventional car ‘left Train K car ‘center and Train Z car (right 

of ductility remains the ane, Therefore. in the minds power for a train would be a generator voltage of 440 

experts, the previously referred to ru hould be amended olts, three-phase, O0O-cycle alternating current his 

to permit the full utilization of such alloys without im power source would occupy a portion of a car with th 

pairing other desirable properti« remaining portion of the car used as dormitory, kitchen 

With no restrictions on nickel, the same stainless steels bagvage, bagyage-mail, coach, or as desired. The car 

that have been used effectivel the past dominate this would be centrally located in a train with the auxiliary 

type of construction, Government restrictions in the past plant feeding power both fore and aft. Each power car 

prompted the use and deve opment | chromium-manga would carry two 440-kw Diesel-driven alternators if elec 

nese type stale teel with per cent nickel, The tric heating is included. The floor plan of a central 

shortage of nickel keeps a modified version of this alloy iuxiliary power car is illustrated 

with somewhat higher nickel cont ery much in the The electrical equipment normal to a 6O4volt de con 

picture, and this may well become an alternate grade in ention car could be eliminated with the central auxiliary 

the event of further nickel restriction power system. This is a saving of 13.150 |b in the car 

Rigidity is alwa i probe het nsidering the use OO Ib in the truck and addition of 2.150 |b for central 

of high-strength stainte tee dl fien the limiting power, or a net saving of nearly six tons per car. On a 

factor in trying to atta real trength with minimum l6-car luxury coach trai the total saving is about 50 

thickmne tons 

The use of plastics is bee re prominent in rail It is of interest to compare a conventional L6-coach 

road passenger cars despite materia is. largely because luxury train with one having the same consist, but using 

of reduced maintenance. boamed elallic materials i central auxiliary power car and with a lighter construe 

such as pla ti md rubber i ! formed sections tion 85-ft-length ear. A saving in train weight of 172 tons 

import corrosion protects insulat properties, rigidity is possible. Weight per passenger has decreased 620 

and strength, and cannot bye f Ke pounds. Train resistance of the conventional at LOO mph 

is 1.3 theme i nuch, and at 50 mph is twice that of the 

Central Power Supply lightweight train. Drawbar horsepower of 5.000 must be 

Conventional passenger cars are built with electrical ivailable for the conventional train to allow operation to 

ystems of 32. OF, L1O-volts 4 110 and 220 ae and 100 mph whereas 4.000 drawbar hp is sufheient for the 

various combinatior of the tawe Much special lightweight near conventional train 

equipment with mar sintenance tatior ind with Here conservatively, there should be more than $300 

excessive weight and « r i d, With respect to re OOO first-cost saving on the lightweight train (ears only) 

duction in weight and t of tional cars reat over the conventional. Electrical equipment maintenance 

potential return lies in the use of central auxiliary power will be more than halved, The location of the power units 

Difference in electrical ty not only affect initial in the center f the train. in addition to heing placed 

operating and maintenance costs but represent a most nore efficiently for transmission and train-line size, per 

effective barrier to standardizat ind easy interchange nits the use f conventional cars in centrally-powered 

of passenger cars between road \ standard electrical trains, 

system is required which i , il to buy. install The effect on train resistance and drawbar pull of 

and operate equipment that { din large quanti ducing electric power by axle driven generators can be 

ties for widespread use in industs s economical to learly seen by referring to related resistance curves. The 

operat and offers little installation difficulty difference between these curves is practically ill due to 

The most economical and desirabl urce of electrical resistance of the generator and drive 
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N&W Tests Turbine Locomotive 

Full-scale dynamometer tests point to bright future 

for coal-burning steam-turbine-electric locomotive. 

EXTENSIVE ROAD TESTING of the Norfolk & Western's ex 

perimental steam-turbine-elects ‘ otive was under 

taken (1) te erify the drawbar pull curve set forth by 

the builders in the locomotive sy fications and to estab 

lish tonnage ratir for the im “ tive <) te held, W. Va i May 26, 27 and 28 before being placed 

develop the operatis ost ru comotive im com n service between Roanoke Va on June | for pre 

parison with other locomot ina ») to pain expert iminary shake-down ins. During these preliminary 

ence and data that would lead 1 Hifteation and in runs the locomotive made approximately a round triy 

proved performance of futu tives of this type daily, a total of 200 miles 
The locomotive wa hipp the railroad for road full-scale dynamometer test were begun on July 

testing from th Baldwin-Limna-Ha | Corporation + ind completed on October 2. 1954. The N&W dynamon 

plant in Philadelphia on May 19, 1954. It was displayed eter car was used in all tests to record drawbar pull 

it the Southern Appalachian Industrial Exhibit at Blue dynamic braking effort, speed, time, location and distances 

° Temporary plates were placed over the stoker trough i 

Kailre the coal bunker and all the coal burned was dumped fron 
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a weighing bucket into an exposed section of the trougl 

in the operator's cab. The coal, which was double-screened 

2-in. by 44-in. high volatile, was weighed in 200-lb inere 

ments, using a balance scale. Representative coal samp! 

were taken during each test and a proximate analysis was 

run on each sample. The water consumption of the loe 

otive was measured with the aid of calibration board 

at the four corners of the main tender and the auxiliar 

tender The auxiliary te nder having a « apacity of 16.000 

il, Was employed to eliminate water stops hetween ter 

minals This is standard practice with the railroad 

present conventional stean locomotives 

lurbines Pull Move Up to 12 MPH 

In the mountainous districts the new steam-turbi 

electric locomotive was compared with the N&W Cla 

YOb, a 2-8-8-2 Mallet. and in the flat districts the nes 

locomotive’s performance was compared with that of the 

N&W Class A, which is a 2-6-6-4, single-expansion. artiv 

lated locomotive. One of the curves shows the drawhbar 

pull in relation to speed for the three locomotives. The 

steam-turbine locomotive has the highest drawbar pull of 

the three locomotives up to about 12 mph, while the Cla 

Y6b has a higher drawbar pull at speeds above 12 mpl 

The Class A has a higher drawbar pull than the stea 

turbine locomotive at speeds above about 13.5 mph 

There is a drop in the turbine locomotive’s drawbat 

pull at speeds above about 41.5 mph. There are no trans 

tions in the traction-motor connections on the turbine 

locomotive, and only shunting of the traction motor field 

The turbine normally operates at constant horsepower and 

the speed of the turbine is controlled by the torque rr 

quirements of the generators up to the maximum turl 

speed of 8.000 rpm, which is controlled by the turbir 

governor The generators reach their maximum volta 

after the last stage of field shunting has been made and 

the turbine has reached the maximum speed allowed 

the governor. This point is reached at a locomotive prere 

of about 41.5 mph. Any increase in locomotive speed 

increase the back emf of the traction otors and nee tl 

generators are operating at maximus ltave, the curr 

to the traction motors will be decreased so that constant 

horsepower is not maintammed Thi dee rease in power 

locomotive speeds ibove about 41.5 nph evidenced 

i lower steam flow to the turbine as well a i lowe! 

firi ral 

The drawbar horsepower curves for the three 

tives ahi “ i i different lore the sar eneral ¢ 

on of the three locomotives as the drawhar pull eur 

The steam-turbine-electric locomotive ha the 7 

horsepower available it the drawbar up t shout 12 mol 

the Class Y6b has the highest drawbar horsepower ft 

12 to 31 mph. and the Class A has considerable advant 

ver the other two locomotives at speeds above 51 

The unloading of the steam-turbine-electric at spee 

above about 41.5 mph is more apparent in its dra 

horsepower curve This is a condition that will be 

rected on future locomotives 

The tests were conducted on the Radford Pocahonta 

and Scioto divisions. The Radford di sion extends fr 

Roanoke to Bluefield, a distance of 100 miles. and e1 ‘ 

two mountain ranges. The rulin rade. westbound 

over the Alle gheny mountain range betweer bllistor iT 

Christiansburg. being 11.5 miles of 1.42 per cent grade 
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heavy trains between bluefield and Glen Lyn and between 

Christiansburg and Elliston 

Comparative test results for the steam-turbine and the 

N&W Class Y6b locomotive on the Radford district ar 

iven in Table | The westbound test results were ob 

tained with the turbine handling its nominal tonnage 

rating of 3.600 tons and the Class Y6b handling 100 tons 

ore than its nominal tonnage rating of 3.000) tons 

Dynamometer car tests have not been made of the Class 

YOb handling LOO tons. Based on assigned tonnage rat 

ings, the turbine locomotive handles 20) per cent more tor 

nage than the Class Y6b westbound on the Radford 

district 

| thound tests were made with both locomotives har 

lling their assigned tonnage ratin The steam-turbine 

Condensed profile of NGW Radford Division—Roanoke Va electric locomotive handled an average of 13.3 per cent 

Bluefield W Va. 100 miles ore tonnage than the Class YOb. required 12.7 per cent 

more running time, and realized a fuel saving of 22 

er cent 

Hatched bars on one of the gt iphs compare fuel costs 

per 1.000 gtm for the two locomotives when operating 

westbound on the Radford district. solid bars showing 

the eastbound fuel costs 

Lhe LOO-miile long Pocahontas division is another 

mountainous division. extending from Bluefield to Wil 

liamson, W. Va. In the westbound tests on this division 

the steam-turbine-electric locomotive showed only a slight 

operatin idvantage over the Class Y6b, since both loco 

motives can easily handle the relatively small coal move 

ment from Bluefield to Kimball, where the trains are 

filled out with loaded hopper cars to the road’s 175-car 

limit. The remaining part of the run into Williamson is 

down river grade along Tug River. The dynamic brake ts 

responsible for the slight westhound operating advantage 

the turbine locomotive has over the Class Y6b on this 

division. This brake enabled operating crews to bring 

».600 tons down the 1.4 per cent compensated grade from 

Comparison of unit fuel costs of the t comotives while operating Elkhorn Tunnel to North Fork without the use of air 

on the Radford District brake retaining ilves on the car 

+ ee ry ae a Or ar re 7 $600 ‘Ton Train Handled 

ton An easthbour i ‘ ! f P1500 tons has The eastbound tests on the Pocahontas division showed 

been established { ‘ ‘1 tive. The present east that the steam turbine locomotive would be able to han 

bound rating for the ‘ Yo! 10.300 tons. Both of dle. in regular service, 8.600 tons of loaded coal hoppers 

these ratis includ e use of YO pusher over from Williamson to Farm. W. Va.. and 4.300 tons from 

the B-mile 1.00 per cet compensate rade from Waltor Farm into Bluefield. The ruling grade from Williamson 

to Christiansburg, The rhaaennde eon the turbine loco to Farm is the four miles of 0.6 per cent compensated 

| ! handling these rrade between Wilmore and Roderfield. From Farm into motive proved te 

TABLE 1—COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF THE N&W CLASS Y6B AND STEAM-TURBINE-ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES IN 
ROAD TESTS ON THE RADFORD DISTRICT 
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j Bluefield the 7% 

present eastbound tonnage rating for the Class Y6! 

(,200 tons between Williamson and Far and 3.000 t 

from Farm into Bluefield 

When handling the sam tonnage as the Class YO! 

the ountainous Radford and Pocahontas d 

turbine locomotive made 4 per cent to 13° pet 

speed, but showed a fuel saving of 20 to 30 pet 

these two mountainous districts the steam turbine 

to handle between 18 per cent and 2 

with the districts. With 

id the 

ive irying 

onnage the speed vas 14 per cent 

' I ised " ‘ - a | tor 

dw ith the pre This fuel savin 

| 
owing tuel acl operatior 

it full load 

Ker 

tive was te 

this district extendir 

Portsmouth, Ohio. a distance of 

f grades it the approaches to the 

ova, the westbound ruling grade 

> per cent compensated grade at 

bound ruling grade being mile of OL06 pet 

lable I] summarizes the test results for the 

motives on the Kenova district. eastbound 

bound: both locomotives handled relatively the 

nage ofr this district the 175 

Westbound, from Williams 

turbine-electric locomotive handled relatively the 

tonnage as the Class A. but at a lower speed The 

speed of the turbine locomotive 

nil 

milo ortsmouth, th 

than the average speed of the Class ‘ 

per hour, based on running time, the turbine 

test runs averaged ILI.) per cent less than the 

the Class A, but the cost of fuel per 1,000 

team turbine electric locomotive averaged 

less than for the Class A 

30 Per Cent Saving in Fuel 

The eastbound test runs from Po 

showed that the steam turbine 

dle the maximum car limit of 14 

but, ag ita lower speed than the 

locomotis iverage speed was LL.O per cent 

the ass A's average speed In gross ton-miles per 

running time the turbine locomotive showed a deh 

6.1 per cent in comparison with the Class A. Howe 

TABLE 1I—COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF N&W CLASS A AND STEAM-TURBINE-ELECTRIC 
ROAD TESTS ON THE KENOVA DISTRICT 
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miles of 1.4 per cent Compensated grad 

between North Fork and Elkhorn Tunnel is ruling. The 

Condensed profile of Kenova District of NGW 

How unit fuel costs compared in test 

bine electru 

adurit 

LAO oty 

isthouned 

irs show fuel 

ided coal hopper 

or difheulties have 
ocomotive at thi 

laiures These fail 

trough broken flexible 

valer pump the failure 

riginal iain feed pour 

nad ditheulty with the 1 

troubles have been corres 

2 of October 30 the new loc 

itely LOLOOO pnile 

lugcte i lopped 

Sciot 

uuuh there | 

| 

onnection to tle 

ction-motof#r bole 

or of improper 

trol I hie 

had accumulated 

n the N&W a 

LOCOMOTIVES IN 



while it is too earl oe nar rat routine 

maintenance has ne , Vit ts to loco 

motive appurtenan re expected with a 

new type of locomotive ive i ng the tests 

hlectrical mainte required o1 

diesel-electric ti ' ' } mounted to 

monthly 1 hhenit a ot nd bottler 

maintenance ‘ i i | ition with 

ICC requires tituted the 
maintenance o oiler co | ‘ ‘ i iter softener 

mounted j rate ‘ ‘ ' 1 (4M) miles 

and regenerated peration ot i 

fleet of these locomert t the Zeolite softener 

to become a part ina iter treatment plant 

The big question mark is ea esign stages of the 
team-turbine-electric locomot ler. However 

led Babeock & 

Wileox boiler ha urpassed all expec ior The boiler 

is easy to fire. make 

the periom ance of the Ihe he 

uihoent ‘ lor maximum ce 

mand is exception ill respor oad chanye . ina 

can be fired with a clear stack at demands 

The coal-burnin team-turbine locomotive ha 

definite promising po stondatue air lity of this 4.500 

hp locomotive to handle the eater, lonnages a» 

present locomotive with fuel savir ip to JO per cent at 

only a small inerease in tin lop. make if 

attractive that itt iniperats j tudy be give 

fo inprovement in design th ‘ parent The 

cost of locomotive f thi ) t kno present 

Simplification of control 

fective ce ee have il 

Passenger Car Design 
Continued ire 

uch Appliances re 

reduced car weight 

Whether individual rail 

' enger operatl throu 

revitalize 

nlional «pulp eri | 

=a Ww oe 

ee eee 

The Rock Island's Talgo-type streamliner, the “Jet Rocket,” is now off 

the drawing board, and the train is ready for production. |. D. Farring 
ton, president of the road, has revealed. A specially-conceived diesel 

locomotive, standing 10 ft 9 in. above the rails, will power the new 

train. The rounded root of the |.200-hp locomotive will conform to the 
height and contour of the train, which will consist of four, three-unit 

60 

lives ol greatly reduced cost, of through a combinatior 

of the two approaches is, of course, a decision which cas 

only be made by their respective managements alter giv 

ing proper weight to the many influencing factors. The 

builders can be of service in presenting suggestions 

wacked by sound engineering and economu studies. and 

standing ready to build the kind of equipment best 

uited for the eon question 

Voltaye \ bot } the central ) wwered trait s 

tn much inpre ; r the ke “Vsteris This will insure 

etter quality and longe life of a lighting installatic 

hach car is equippes small battery to provide sut 

herent emergency high to allow tor movement of pas» 

engers through the car. These batteries will be on cor 

stant trickle charge and will operate the lights through a 

trainiine ftathure 

Journal Lubrication 
Continued from page Te) 

both in the bearing and the grease properties, which can 

he varied to influence the bearing performance 

The circulation of the grease is quite readily visible 

in the illustration of the open end of the journal box 

Through continued research and development in this 

field of bearing lubrication, it is certain even greater 

progress and achievements will be realized 

Conclusion 

During the history of railroading, even from the early 

days of the wood burning steam locomotive, the operating 

requirements of railroad jounal bearings have become 

increasingly severe. The challenge in this field has bee: 

continually met and the railroads, their associated orga 

zations, bearing manufacturers, and lubricant supplies 

through research and development have made mat 

idvances in the field of bearing lubrication. It ts 

that their continued efforts will result ino ever 

whievement 

,  %). 

what Maaket 

articulated cars having a seating capacity of 300. ACF Industries will 
build the “Jet Rocket.” Mr. Farrington said the delivery date of De 
cember 1955, announced last June, still holds good. Featured in the 
locomotive will be auxiliary diesel engine units that will provide light 

heat and air-conditioning for the train 
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This car equipped with diesel trucks carries four Joyce-Cridland 35AHL jacks im a horizontal position under the hinged sheet. metal covers which 

may be tipped up and the jacks easily unloaded or loaded with the one-ton hoist shown 

How IC Changes Diesel Trucks 
Due ILuinois CENTRAL uses a special type of flat car t oximately three hour 

change out trucks on diesel switchers at outlying point ous to the se of this car it 

on the lowa district, thus concentrating all but minor OCOMMOTIN nto the Waterlo 

wheel and truck work at one central point, Waterl ervice three or four days 

at the same time eliminating the need to move the loce While this special flat car i 

motive to and from Waterloo: reducing from 3-4 day if a series it is not the only 

to about 3 hours the time the outlying switcher is kept 1 the IC. Seven other cars 

out of service: requiring only one set of lifting equi o be changed out are in 

ment to serve all points s car, were built using fo 

kaquipped with diesel trucks instead of car trucks, th ile three have underframe 

car leaves Waterloo with reconditioned trucks whic f it varts but with center 

ipplied to the outlying switcher in place of the 

trucks. The latter are then put under the flat 

turned to Waterloo and repaired for subsequent 

Basically the car consists of the diesel ts 

underframe from a scrapped switeher at the 

ippurtenances such as air brakes, draft 

The car carries its 

ower the locome 

d off the ear, an arrat 

set of lilting equipment t \ ill the scatteres 

int 

[he car carries four Joy Cridland jacks 

AHL of aluminum alloy. They are aluminum to 1 

the weight (1.255 Ibi and permit easy handlit 

l-ton hand hoist on the car. The air-operated 1 

lected because compressed ait ivailable at 

illest points 

In case truck replacement on a switcher is re 

the special flat car with repaired trucks mounted 

neath is dispatched from Waterloo on the next 

train which will reach points as far away 

or Council Bluffs the following morning. | por 

of the car, the jacks are removed with the he 

hooked up to an air line: the car is lifted by the 

ind set on blocks: the locomotive is raised: and 

fective trucks are replaced with the rebuilt one 

from under the flat car 
The four portable 35-ton jacks raising a diesel switcher body wh 

By this means, a complete truck change can be aff making truck changes 
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Ideas for the Car Repair Man... 

The air brake piston assembly (left) in position for lifting the spring. Pressure from the air cylinder ‘center below permits removal of the 
retaining collar and the assembly comes apart After cleaning, the parts are blown dry with air ‘right 

AIR-BRAKE CYLINDER OVERHAUL.— The ove: 

haul and cleaning of AB air-brake cylinders is made better 

ind easier by means of a special bench and spray cabinet 

which were worked out in tl Anaconda, Mont., shop 

of the Butte, Anaconda & Pacifi 

When a piston assemb ed from a brake 

cylinder, it i ecured in a semi-circular cut out section 

of the bench, A’ foot-operated r cylinder at the floor 

level, which is secured to the top of the bench by twe 

pipe is used to lilt the piston spring to permit. re 

moval of the collar and the ne pe ure head The 

assembly may then be taken apart 

Parts of the piston asse ml ire pl wed in the cleaning 

cabinet. the door is closed and Texaco cleaning fluid is 

sprayed into the tank through perforated pipes. A reduc Ports to be clesned ln the clesning cobinct 

ing valve keeps the spray pressure at 20 Ih 

The cleaning agent and the grease removed from the still adhere to parts is blown off with an air jet 

parts go to a barrel outside the shop. After the grease When the packing cup is reapplied or replaced, a 

has settled, the solvent is reclaimed through a tap placed loop of hard twine is put under the lip of the cup with 

about & in. from the bottom of the barrel part of the loop protruding. This allows air under the 

During the cleaning operation, the pipe which is rur cap to escape while the cup is being applied After 

out through the window carries cleaning vapors to the application, the string is pulled out. The cap would not 

outside, When cleaning is completed such solvent as may fit or seat properly if air remained underneath 

STRADDLE TRUCKS HELP MOVE CAR PARTS.— At the Great Northern car shops, St. Cloud. Min: 
Where freight car parts have to be moved quite some for example i Hlyster Model M351600) straddle truck 

distance at car shops from stripping track to reclama not only proves a great labor saver in handling lumber 

tion shop, storeroos ind back to the repair tracks of all sizes and kinds, but is kept busy moving such 

straddle-type trucks have been found to speed up the things as couplers and brake beams on bunks of special 

movements as well as save labor in handling. This is design. The coupler bunks are simple in the extreme 

especially true when pavement or roadways are somewhat consisting only of three loose planks. 3 in. by 12 in 

rough and the straddle trucks with large pneumaty by 16 ft resting on two 5-in. by -5-in. crossbearers 

tires operate much easier than other trucks with smaller notched to engage the straddle truck pick-up 

wheels especially if equipped witl hard rubber tires Twenty-four couplers are pl wed head down on this 
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Hyster straddie truck (right) in 

use moving 24 couplers at a time 
at GN car shops, St. Cloud, Minn 
Special steel bunk ‘above’ which 
can carry three piles of 20 brake 
beams, each. or a total of 60 in a 

single move by the Hyster straddle 

truck 

hunk and handled all at one time, the only securen 

necessary being to put a long sheathing board thro 

the draft key holes of each line of couplers and 

these two boards lightly together at each end to 

sort of a unit load. Couplers are actually handled » 

times by this means in intershop movement betweer 

ear shop, reclamation shop, machine shop and 

department which is almost one-half mile distant { 

the reclamation shop 

Similar economies are effected in the movement 

brake beams which are handled on the special 

bunk illustrated. This consists of two 5-in. by 2 

1% ft. long, spaced 36 in. apart by suitable 

ind provided with six pairs of L'4q-in pipe 

which can hold three piles f about 

wams per pile. The total bunk capacity full 

therefore 60 

The straddle truck simply moves over thi 

cks it up quickly and in no time at all, 60 brake be 

ved wherever desired about the car shop 
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shop and store department, On arrival 

sated hop fork lift) trucks ove the brak 

pile at a@ tiene om bunk t repair posite 

space 

TURNING WHEEL SETS.—\ siinple but bh 
lective device for turning mounted wheel sets en 

of a wood base block and a long handle 

The distance from the botton f 

ttom of the oove in whieh th ixie re 

or an inch or two more than the distance f1 

to the bottom of the axle. This make 

» take advantage of the inert 

lf without as ippres 

f the operator. The 

toward the turner 

cimately a J5O-degw ar 

the momentum 



Ideas for the Car Repair Man... 

continue it moving in the ind consequently 

straightens up the base blo nd bifts the 

With both the tread and the flange clear. the set. i 

turned end-forend merely b ' the end of the 

handle 

The base piece 

wheel set 

of the « vies ood section O hy 

os wv - ~ 

With the base block held at about 30 degrees, as shown at left, the 
wheel set is rolled toward it and the inertia lifts the set to this 

position shown above where they are turned easily by walking the 

end of the handle around 

with a yin steel plate 6 in. by 15! in srapped 

round the bottom and up the sides. The axle itself 

rests on two pieces of '4-in. steel on the bottom of the 

roove. The handle is 6 ft. 3 in. long with a maximum 

cross section 3 in. by 4 in. and tapering to | in 

square. Four bolts °. in. by 6! in. keep the wood 

from splitting. A center bolt in. by Ole in. holds the 

handle in place. The side plates are held by !.5-in. by 

iy! in bolts The sice plate s on the top of the base 

block are .in. by 3 in. by 6 in 

Front and rear of planer jig used in squaring coupler butts 

JiG FOR SQUARING COUPLER BUTTS.—In 
clatming coupler if a western «s} the ire first heated 

traightened and inspected for crack then being moved 

to the machine shop where a special planer jig is used 

to machine the butt quare kK ata t e and at the rate 

of 46 in an &-hr day 

This jig consists of two 10 paced 12) in 

apart and cut out to accommodate six couplers held cross 

wise on the planer table. Hi lamping bars with 

center screws are swung do over the coupler shanks 

to hold them firmly in the jig after being suitably posi 

honed. Couplers are placed in the jig with special lifts 

tongs, the knuckle pin holes being slipped over 1" 

by S-in. pins mounted on sliding plates, 9. in. by 10 i 

by 17 in. These plates can be moved by long adjusting 

screws to position couplers crossw sein jig <o that couple 

butts will be in line regardless of shank length 

After being 

square and smooth so 

clamped, the coupler butts are machined 

wear plates of the required thick 

ness can be subsequently electric welded on in the re 

lamation shop and the coupler shank length brought back 

to standard 
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ELECTRICAL SECTION 

Impulse relay with cover removed 

Rate-of-Rise Flashover Protection 
Generator flashovers may be made harmless or prevented 

altogether by a relay which predicts their occurrence 

By W. A. Kirsch 
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Impulse relay trip coil ‘left), and simplified 

with operating coil energized 

Kick Resestor 

fen a 
Armoture 

{ 

ft aciter 

yiferentia 

Field . 

Wiring diagram showing connec 

Impulse relay installed on 

locomotive 

of impulse relay 

hp diesel 

in 

diagram of impulse relay 

circuit 

electric 

flashovers. It operates so fast that the total time fror 

start of the current rise to extinction of the contactor ir’ 

only 0.025 second. Because of this high-speed opera 

tion. the impulse relay often actually prevents a flashover 

The ground relay protects the main generator in case 

of an internally caused flashover. A’ severe flashoves 

roing to ground results in a ground relay operation 

When the ground relay operates, it opens the contacts 

of the impulse relay (explained later) 

The impulse relay is so connected that the main. get 

erator load current passes through its trip coil and the 

relay trips when the load current reaches a pre-set value 

However, when current through the coil rises very rapidly 

is it does when a short circuit or a traction motor flash 

ver occurs, the relay is tripped by less than one-third 

of its normal tripping current 

As an example of typical settings. the relay used on 

certain 2.000- and 2 MW)-hp single-engine locomotives is 

set to trip at 2.4600 amp on slowly increasing current 

But as a result of a current increase from zero at the 

rate of 2JOOOOD0 imp per second, the rekay wil trip at 

only 1000 amp 

The relay exhibits this impulse characteristic because 

the trip coil, which has only a single turn, includes a 

current-carrying shunt path that is not effective in trip 

ping the relay The shunt path is surrounded by an 

iron core that makes it more inductive than the path 

through the magnets circuit. of the relay-operating 

mechanism 

The two current paths of the trip coil are so propor 

tioned that when steady state current passes through it 

mly 25 per cent of the total current passes through the 

ection that is effective in operating the relay. The bal 

ince Passes through the shunt path that is surrounded 

by the iron core. A rapidly rising current greatly i 

creases the percentage of current in the effective path 

hecause the high inductance of the shunt path impedes 

rapid current rise there. Under short circuit conditions 

the current through the effective path becomes much 

yreater than that in the shunt path, and trips the relay 

when its setting is exceeded 

The main contacts of the impulse relay are wired in 

series with the main generator field winding. A kick 

resistor connected across the relay contacts limits the 

peak voltage across the main generator field when the 

eireuit 4 opened to avoid puncturing the insulation of 

the field) windin 

The main contacts are controlled by two coils. One 

of these is the trip coil. The relay armature associated 

with the trip coil is mechanically connected to the mais 

contacts in such a way that, when actuated. it overcome 

the force of the movable-contact spring and separates the 

contact 

Phe contact ire also under cor ‘ ‘ il yperatiy 

coil whieh hen energized loses main contacts 

However, the operating coil ‘ close or hold the 

contacts closed when the relay is tripped. When an ovet 

i current impulse passes through the relay trip 

irmature ves down to pull the contacts apart 

mechanical latch springs to hold the armature 

of the latch d ! izes the operat 

interlockit y 4 cts which results 

further conta eparation 

Becaus contacts are 
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the trip and operating coils, the relay is used to perfor 

i regular circuit function as well as a protective functi 

When the circuit is set up for dynamic braking. the oper 

iting coil is de-energized. This puts the kick resistor 

series with the main generator field to limit the curre 

to the low value required in dynamic braking 

The impulse relay also is part ol the ground 

protective circuit iltthough it does not function to 

i ground. The circuit is arranged so that a ground re 

lay operation de-energizes the operatir coil of the 1 

pulse relay and opens the contactor in series with the 

exciter separately-excited field 

The impulse relay is equipped with fi 

contacts or interlocks Iwo of these 

the operating coil armature. One 

so connected in the circuit that the 

circuit cannot be closed unless the operatin 

Effects of ;xperience 

on Locomotive Design 

Shortcomings of design are steadily be- 

ing eliminated. High-potential testing of 
locomotives in service still requires study 

and clarification 

I here is neo (quest ; ! it ‘ aL | ‘ vrournad 

i engineering employed « vy tl desi ' ‘ , und relay 

After 

will 

tion of diesel-electric | omotives ! iV t rie Puan s standardized 

refinements tollow “ ‘| ! ’ ' mt the 

Various I 

plant 

ithe 

diesel-electri locor 

! . } " uch 

Ground Relay Action 

d relay j 
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Interstate Commerce Comn n. Rule No. 253 in the last sentence reads as follows and pertains to after 

hooklet entitled “Law Kul wid Instructions for the test \ careful examination shall be made of any 

Inspection and Testing of Locomotives Other Thar weakness indicated and all defects remedied before 

team calls for early test of the insulation to be made locomotive is pul in use Most methods of dielectris 

i preseribed manner ma the railtway*s ol course testing do not wive iny indication of weakness but 

wt if ut faithfull bive though the reatest care rather. further damage the insulation to a point to whic 

‘ pp ead ! perio i th helectru test man it could not possibly he remedied except by removal 

7 the inmeula ni lat uch test to a de Here aval t was usually the insulation on one rf 

ree requir ! i 1 tract lor r main get the three lowe! interpoles which would break dow 

erator. It is not such a sizeable taal interchange trae inder the stress of the required test. This problem was 

on otors but such is not the e with main ges confronted from two different angles: the first. to 

erator In faet. to chang enerator, severa nmediate relief, the second ith a lor range 

eu piece suxiliays equiy ‘ must first be re 

<n Ra ear ae o Rial Whe wee Long Range Relief 

plete cheat ‘ capel thires if | ‘ ul ix thousand I he hoe range prograu Wis tt pro ide a barrier 

lag iddition 1 ‘ se f a S20 hard insulation between the interpoles and frame of the 

otive for not le tha main generator, as well as to improve the insulatior 

Dielectric testers a e ha them on the past the winding itself. Here, again, the builders have fo 

re «ke ned ‘it lor amt ‘ of ers good i! lowed sult Some railroads have iltered the entilatir 

ulation A on use for the is to cull out ae tem so as to take the cooling air from within the 

feetive portior f elects ipparatus to prevent break car body. thereby eliminating the moisture. Correctio 

down alter reaching the inal l the purchaser of has also been effected by the builder in the latest typ 

jeel therel protecting thie ré jtatlior of a manutae ol locomotive I he main renerator being near 

tures Vhis cullis uit proce is olte done at the -olid mass of metal. is a very dithcult machine to clear 

pense of replacin nsulat it it has always beet If an air stream is played into the open end, the carbor 

onsidered comnmor ind od practi lhe necessit dust and dirt will move about somewhat but) on 

r importance of such test) ha t changed with the small portion of it will actually find its way out 

amrival oof the diesel-electric los olive the practi Ihrough necessity, some railroads have drilled holes i 

bem earried out by all lor at builder It is alse the venerator fan which perinits the blowing ol au 

equall mnportant in raibwa il ‘lure rewind ~hops from the engine end of the generator driving the dirt 

however, after traction motor wid)= generator have ind carbon dust outward, This has proven to be a very 

once been installed in the | tive, the point of view eflective means and it is expected that the builder 

definitely change The one nnd all-tiiportant issue 4 will take some action in this respect In order to in 

then, to give uch equipment the proper care to i -ulate the interpoles, alter the ventilating system and 

sure long and dependable lite lhe result of using drill the generator fans on a fleet of diesel-electric loco 

dielectric tester which were ce ned primarily for motives, several years would be required as such work 

testing new insulation, has brought about the absolute could only be accomplished at disassembly time; cons 

necessity of newer and better methods less destructive quently steps for immediate relief were necessary 

to the electrical equipment Certaimily the Interstate 

Commerce Commission did not intend to impose such Immediate Relief 

costly maintenance upon the American railroads when lnmediate relief was brought about by designing a 

Rule No. 253 was written: otherwise, the last sentences non-destructive dielectric tester solely for railroad use 

of such rule would never have been included. This Kule No. 253 specifies the potential requirements as well 

de eee .* pone 

“ + ‘ 

; 
: — 

seen ee ee ee ee et ta 

i “C-eeliy * > 

aw 
a eee 
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C G& D Batteries, Inc., Conshohocken, Pa, held a two-day open was back in limited production in three days and full production by 

house on November 29 and 30. to mark the formal opening of its Christmas 

new plant The new plant has been greatly enlarged and is of fireproof con 
On November 29, 1953, C G@ D was struck by a disastrous fire struction. New and improved processes for the manufacture of storage 

which destroyed more than 75 per cent of its plant. By hard work, and batteries have been put into operation. In addition, laboratory and 
with the help of their suppliers and local business people C G D cafeteria facilities have been greatly enlarged 
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is the duratior f the annual test. Even though is tak place but it seems that tirvite iuse ha 

electric testing is performed with alternating current t bree pinp ted. Flash t under any 

the Interstate Commerce Commission does not specif " i ditions and at times the tv is of suct 

the nature of the current to be used: therefore, it was real ence that the ir iture ! iged) bevor 

decided te take rdvantag of the henehits aflorcde irt ! ime | iriably poreelan hattered a 

through the use of direct current ist pre { porcelain hay 1 betw 

The followir requirements were considered pertine I rush holders and « ulator it dama 

the planning and develop ent { a dielectric tester tl itator. Usually, the bru | I ist 

hich is thought to be most practical for railroad use ed tor repairing. On s eottl ! = 

7 It should be capable of in pressit the dielects porcela have been eliminate " replaced \ 

tress upon the insulation as required by law and, i isthe iat which does not hhatt er 

iddition, should actually anticipate an insulation break tre Such plastic insulation ver tl tu do { 

low before it occurs, thus permitting the railroads t irse, ¢ th hattering of porcela it the thashe ' 

take advantage of the provision im the ist sentence t Phe st common path ! wed flashover 

Rule No SD). irrent tt the heel of a brush hele t the tra 

e 2. It should be designed so that the operator { 1 the ge rator and back to the hee fa brush holdet 

required to hold the test prods in the hands, as the 1 opy te polarity. During this bur ener damage 

required potential is considered dangerous, especia tte done which requires tw r there day t 

in the presence of perspiration, Further, once the high repair. One recent railroad develoy t bei tested 

oltage circuit is made it should be interr ippte I thas fifteen railroads i opren er 

until after the test has been completed ulded to fit snugly over the heel of the brush holdet 

e 3. An electrical instrument should) register actua This provides a barrier between the heel of the brusl 

voltage impressed upon the insulation der and the frame of the mach ‘ uccesstul 

e 4 The energy for its operation should be taken fr has the test been that LOO locomoti ire bem cor 

the locomotive battery, thus permitting its use, irresp. lete equipped by one railroad and a= substantial 

tive of location and availability of a- power mnber | several others 

o 3 The division between good and rejected insulat 

should be definite and clearly indicated by an electrica Fuses 

instrument and not left to the judgment of an individua a ae or ae f hict — 

e ©. The value or intensity of the leakage current at the ' 
et " been a source of great trouble as fuses fall out 

Givision pont between good and rejected insulat f the holde: sul Hae tnt the biel = circuit 

should be comparable to that of dielectric teste commend rusine ares dale \ Pw liflicule 

mnily accepted by the trace wd inemen will not dispos P senieendh Sani here 

* The device should take its ener trot i ».. Cyd ; 5 ated place sham hack int holds ft, 

126-volt battery, which is the potential of batter delays when spare fuses at wy Ae 

i dosoofr diesel-electric locomet ima ! i . rrectis both condition | , - f 

tutomatye uly select the proper ltage for its use the builders to provide a combinat a ere 

. It should be equipped th be : econd ter thy the ious size fuse chy ected er 
l, cet ndicate the duration of the test + pu fetta tedticntinw be p ontin 

* poco me Beam W : u“ ogy | stan ones Phis would permit i} eee) om 

“7 " . = : “s" . . a ” nlenance er to test ill pare tu i i! insta 

pressed d-c voltage is indicated by a voltmetet iii culidinis a Welln, Set helen i ce 
the panel of the tester. The = intensit f the { f fr Cea TE YE 

ikage through the insulat i ted b " 

‘ ati | im «tt wile i / ale ' 

aa 2 a vt , vii _ ' a a" Interlocks 

l red and arked “reject if the hand inter h have probabl BB 

ipward as th peral radual ther irigele ite 

|} tage, he knows the i ila le en type conta Hist i 

lore damage TL re After lefect | ! eration has revealed i { ' 

ited. that particular area fy repairs 1{ , 1 the builder ! nt re 

jal serviceatyle th ha eal tye I ‘ { 

rt distan . t, arahex f th ler ' k. Ode 

crease tl if t } iy ' ! i beet heck } 

a | ilue it ed } } } ! ‘ 

1 aff ‘ nute has elasim ! ! il read 7 b 

, d Th . destru torr jeer ail 

— = a nosed : , t ire 

' that ich ditt present rit ite ‘ ! hiet ‘ 

| peral Let silroacd 

| re irPhatile pr 1 thie 

blashovers ites er the } : 

Another very cost ind troul te i! ts petitive te f enterprise 

elects ‘ ive th lamage resultir tre t t? ra f 

enerator flashover Much diseussi thi 
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Rudolph Sturm of the Dale Street Shop demonstrates the manner in 

which the Strobotac is used to balance rotating machinery. In actual When the machine vibration is used to operate the instrument, rotat 

test, the contact is mounted and not hand-held ing parts in the light appear to stand still 

r 

the “Strobe” in the Railroad Shop 

\ form Of stroboscope, called the Strobotac, has been put Before the testing is started, a reference mark is made 

to many uses in the Dale Street shop of the Great North on the shaft or armature. When the machine is running 

ern in St. Paul, Minn. It was originally purchased for and causing the Strobotae to operate, the armature 

calibrating electrical speedometers, but this is now only which is lighted by the Strobotac, appears to stand com 

one of a number of service t performs pletely till 

One application, that of balancing the rotor of a Since contact is being made on a_ horizontal line 

150-kw synchronous motor-generator set, is shown on the the point of imbalance will be 14 deg from the horizontal 

Hlustration Ihe rotor imbalance causes the machine The reference mark will appear to stand still and it is 

to vibrate and the Strobotac 3 ied to determine the then necessary only to determine the angular distance 

location of the unbalanced weight. An external electrical hetween the reference mark and a point 14 deg from 

ircuit is established through the machine frame and the horizontal. It is then a simple matter to stop the 

the instrument. One of the contacts on the frame is machine and measure back the angular distance between 

ecure, and the other is made | i metal tip resting the reference mark and the 14 deg angle. Weight must 

lightly against the machine. In this case, it is shown then be added at a place 180 deg from this point. The 

iwainst the ide of the beari housing The machine procedure Is repo ited until the degree of balance wanted 

vibration causes a making and breaking of this contact is secured, both ends of the machine being balanced in 

and the Strobotae then gives off flashes of light whicl the same manner 
corresponded to the frequency of the vibration Balancing machines are used in the shop for traction 

The machine shown under test runs at 1.200) rpm motor armatures and other machines, but in such cases 

At this speed it has been established that the movement as the one shown, the rotating parts of the motor-gen 

of the machine due to armature imbalance lags 14 deg erator set could not easily be mounted in the balancing 

hehind the position on the armature where weight must machine. The Strobotae, made by the General Radio 

be subtracted Company, Cambridge, Mass. is also used where there 

If it is not found to be practicable to subtract weight is no way of using standard tachometers for checking 

it can be added on the opposite side of the armature the operation of running machinery including commu 

The angle of lag varies with the speed and curves are tator and brush performance, and for many other pur 

wailable to show the angle for peeds pense 
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How to Keep Cenerators Young 

By Guy Franklin 

Viar is as old as his arteries: electrical machinery 

is weak as its insulation 

The above statement is basically true. On this pret 

the careful maintainer will base his efforts to impr 

the performance of generators and motors 

In the case of electrical machinery, the insulation d 

not have to be old to be weak. There are factors other 

than age that affect the value of insulation 

Among the enemies of insulation are nomture flirt 

yrease, oil vapors and lack of proper ventilatior 

The early failure of insulation in main generator 

caused the writer to study the subject. to determine what 

might be done to liprove generator perlormance 

It was quickly discovered that the principal cause 

insulation weakness was the accumulation of oil on fie 

ind armature coils. This oily coatir ilso covered brusl 

holde rs and the ommutator 

An examination of the fan which supplied air { 

entilating the main generator, revealed the fact that 

ipors from the engine room were being blown inte t 

renerator 

These oil vapors were settling throughout the generator 

ind coating it with a sticky fly paper surface which ser 

to hold dirt and dust such as carbon dust worn from the 

brushes as well as any dust carried in from the engine 

room 

If the surfaces of coils and cables in the generators 

could be maintained in a completely dry condition, thes 

it would be an easy matter to air blow, or wipe out dust 

I he prrentyle sa ! st . | ij 

i tt erator 

int f either | ratir 

i I ! ine 1 r caplul tt por iM 

ill | “i I tt ‘ iter 1} ilt 

t ught t fler tl | t it i t 

it I hat we night pr i ur filter it tl 

ritake thie entiiating tan aed tet the por eu 

ult in ft tir fillers, instead of tv carried into the 

erator. Such a plar would be based the twuse { 

ary real Hhecoated filters The filter vere to be re 

regular 5.000-mile inspection periods, whe 

the filters would be cleaned and dried for another | 

. dut 

Wi i in adapter frame made to hold tour 2-1n, x 20 

n. x 20 tir filters similar to the regular ear body ai 

filter This filter frame was designed so it could readil 

e bolted to the intake side of the far ust The frat 

i iied with new at filter id applred te 

boMOD. freight locomotive unit. The mai enerator had 

been th roughly cleaned like new for th test 

At the end ol > (MM) rites the filter were 

removed, and sent to the test department laboratory, with 

cope ratios 

t request that hiters be carefully cleaned and content 

he weighed and identified 

lt was found that the filter contents consisted of nearly 

hve ounces of oil and slightly more than five ounces of 

dirt and dust 

The laboratory identified the oil as bei for the me 

part filter coating oil from the car body filters Thi 

With the doors rolled back ‘left), the tank is ready for service 
Right—When the work in the degreaser is completed, the touch of 

a pushbutton rolls the electrically-operated door over the top of the 

tank to keep solvent clean and prevent excessive evaporation 

Rolling Door Makes Degreaser Cover 

The cover on a vapor degreaser helps to keep the 

olvent clear and keeps upwanted things from falling int 

the tank when the degreaser Is not in service It alae 

reduces loss of vapor into the air 

The cever most commonly used is made of sheet ela 

ind is lifted on and off the tank by means of the hoist 

used for lowering things to be cleaned into the tank 
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An extra motor-driven rolling door became available 

the shops of the National bleetric Coil Compan 1 

Columbus, Ohio. and this was laid on it ide on the ce 

reaser as shown in the illustratior lhe door was al t 

vactly the right size and a little sheet metal work se 

place and provided a close fit th the upper 

f the tank 



pointed up U porta ‘ 1 u proved filter portant for generators and motors to have eal iif 

i l - 1 “Uuppl cleat iif to engines 

1} rat air Willer have proved he benefits to be obtained trom removal of oil vapors 

to be an unqualified suces I hve } e been in opera fr entilating air to the electrical equipment ma 
' ty j i i er Tr i i ; 

ea 1 } { flashover e Reductior n cleaning cost ol enerators and motors 

trotuibsle e KReductio nm tailures b improvement of insulation 

thas ' e hReduet flash ers by ell ition of i! leaka 

filter i} ‘ faar pall 

diy filter ! | paral } ‘ mended for . lrnpro ement in brush life by elimination of o1l 

leant r ‘it f tor rt tre commutator surtace 

In th 1 t ! f lercepted one lf a venerator is allowed to become oil soaked to the 

j } mad ‘ j hhousanad syghe extent that its insulation will not pass the usual megger 

ol operation Thi i flere lasses of service test. then it may often invoive the re oval of the ven 

but the fact remains that it h ited the fly-paper rator from the unit for a thorough cleaning and bakir 

matin previ usl pread thr ivl it tt il renerator That is an CXpensive procedure 

What i “und tor the mar erator 4 iso good tor It has been said The future has in store exactly what 

the traction t mid ‘ talled a 2-i placed in store for the future 

Abeit : beuy ir filter ! {to th traction Ihat idea ipplies to the maintenance of diesel loco 

notor blower far ith | notives. If proper preventive maintenance is followed, the 

It would see that loe« oti builder vould incorpo locomotive and its maintainers will enjoy a happy future 

rate mean { cleans the { ir for generator The cleaning of ventilating air for generators and 

and motor is part f standard equiy ent. It is just as olors is part of preventive maintenance 

\ “Brush Rig Overhaul a la B & M 

kverybody overhauls diesel locomotive brush rigging 

and each shop has developed its own means of doing the 

york. Details of procedure differ in various shops and the 

methods used by the Boston & Maine. in its North Bil 

lerica, Mass. shops are illustrated as a good example 

Brush rigging to be overhauled is removed from the 

motor, disassembled and washed in a hot detergent solu 

tion (Permag 70 The rigging is then baked in an over 

for two hours at 250 deg | While still hot. the castings 

with studs and insulators in place are bright-dipped 

a aid Permag 1653). The insulators are tested with a Megger 

insulation tester and are repl wed, if necessary 
At the left is shown an assembly of brush rigging as it is taken from if the holes which support the brush holder shaft are 

a motor in the center is an overhauled casting equipped with bush 

ings At the night «= a completely overhauled brush rigging orn, they re bushed. They are bored out to ",,. in. and 

A 

' 

( 

Above One of the four hardened steel bush 

ings for the brush holder shaft 

At lett: A special jg is used to hold the 

brush rigging on the drill press stand tor 

drilling the hole for the cotter key which 

secures the brush holder shaft 
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IN MEMORIAM A. bk. Voigt 

( t 

- ) 

\ 

\l i ‘ 

One of the four bushings and its support are drilled tor a cotter * \ \ 

which holds the brush holder shaft ‘ . 
! i i titel ‘al 

rh ild_ steel bushing Ihe bushings | ! itt jars should 

: io e « . ir tin . ' | it 
il le diameter it anc) oat inside diameter . , ! . 

{ this tvpe. Oual huet 
The ire pore ssed into th holes in the casti i t Juality - . 

t l ij “ eompet ) 
thie have i shoulder on ne end which 1 placed ‘ the . ' . tit . ‘ ona . 

de toward the brush springs With the springs i we ; ow to permit ent Phi ' 

thy ishings cannot work out even if they beco , ' t enerall vent | vel -Tinne 

Why the bushings are wu place the ire reamed , Une ittendant tt . uN leake 

birve ind VAL All four holes are reamed at once a the railroad buat the Santa \l ved 

The next operation consists of drilling the hole throu ibber jars and one linn u 

one of the bearing supports and bushing for the ft we to the fold 

holding cotter key The bushing in place with the |} M . , / rm sity witl . tH tur 

drilled, is shown in one tllustration. A special jig w 1. He knew when a change should by ide, and 

holds the brush rigging in place on a drill pre ta ; 7 vhen it should not. Alwa Oo assur 

while the hole is being drilled. is shown in anot palit Mee did more tha ey hurt 

The finger assembly with springs and brush shunt he use of electrical equipme road 

then put in place and spring pressures are adjusted t 

lenstior of YQto ll tb at the “pring tips with the 

pulled even with the top i] the brush box The pf Lhe hole i the holder cast ! 

tension is varied by turning the bushing on whiel immed and the tip is soldered pla vith ty Lele 

“priv is mounted from one adjustment hole to a i! lhe final mperation consists of a | 20M) lt hy hy 

inal ecuring it to the brush holder shaft with a cotter | il test { the brush tud insulates 

An BOO hp gas turbine 

compressor 1s now being tested 

by the U > Army Corps f 

Engineers to determine its suit 

—s 

ability for supplying compressed 

aur. The gas turbine two mult idi_\.\i stage centrifugal air coms 

casi . 
: os a SO-hp starting motor 

and a GO kw generator and 

auxihanes are all mounted n 

a tabricated steel bedplate. The 

plant require only two externa 

nnections for starting. namely 

ctric power tor ignition and 

motor driven puxilarie ind 

distitlate tuel for the was tur 

bine Once started nl the 

fuel connection is needed 

the 6O-kw generator supy 

' auathary motors. The mar 

stacturer states that me 

pen cye gas turbine devele i 

power per unit of weieht 

und volume than any other t ype 
tf prime mover and i ? 

ideally suited for this unit 

Westinghouse supplied the & 

rpm gas turbine and Clark 

Brothers ¢ Pittsbureh $ 

the compressors. The plant w 

nstalled by the Stacey Broth 

Division of the Dresser Sta 

Company. Cincinnat Oh 
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From the Diesel Maintainers Note Book 

The Pigtail That Stopped the 

A single unit b.-8 locomotive had jal rec eived a LO.OO0 

mile in pection and was d patched lor service on @ pas 

enger train Leaving the lor the station, it was 

towed by mother url whicl pla why the failure 

did not le velop belore the mit jett 1 

After the train left town it ed onl i few miles 

belore there wa i flashover n the commutator of the 

No. 2 main generator A road tore in was riding the 

unit and he prompt! hut the ¢ e down \fter exam 

ining the flashed condition of generator, the crew decided 

they eould not continue the use 1 thre Ni 2 engine 

Since the train was too he lor the No, | power 

plant alone il was neces i! l ‘ | out another crew 

with a GP-7 to assist the bt jete the run. This 

involved a serious dela 4 ind SO mind to get the 

train under wa agai 

Cause of the Trouble 

When the bk-B unit arrived at end of its run, the 

electrician at ‘Terminal B that the trouble had 

started from a brush pigtail the one o'clock holdet 

which had rubbed against the « jlator riser 

The commutator 1 er had a | oati ot red insu 

lating varnish, which acted as a ilatin hield. How 

ever, thi insulatir wt hn had a ht seratch or sear 

round its circumlerence as thou ething had been 

rubbin ivainst if Thi ml tal i portion ol the 

renerator which | rresp | irks was the brush 

holder pigtail at the one choch i holder. The brush 

next to the rise howed plent dence that itt was 

the offender 

Phe brush pipta | had clea through the insu 

lating paint on the riser until t I oltage that existed 

ifter the unit tunder wa iused a flash. After the first 

flash occurred, the iif around that vortion of the com 

mutator became re « i ia luctor, which made 

it possible for an are to flash f top of the brush 

holder to the commutator and t thie earest differential 

field 

The damage required a t ig ean-up of commu 

tator and replacement of bru ind repair to the brush 

holder, to return the unit t 

4 

Train 

By Gordon Taylor 

\ we reconstructed the cause of this failure, some 

maintainer, in cleaning the main generator, must have 

used an air hose to blow dirt out of the generator In 

doing so. the blast of air moved the brush pigtail nearest 

riser to a point where it would drag the riser. That drag 

ing brush pigtail served as i trigger to set off a flashover 

An Inspection ol cleaning of a main generator is not 

complete until all brush pigtails are see urely fastened and 

properl clear the commutator 

low to Arrange Brush 
Pigtails on the Main Generator 

The main generator brushes for these locomotives are 

split brushes arranged in pairs The brush shunts of 

pigtails are very flexible unless the ire laced together to 

make a support for one another 

lo give the shunts proper support, the rear brush 

should be passed through the shunts of the front brush. 

You will find you are steppin This steps the rear brush 

between the shunts of the front brush. The next brush is 

This step 

ping through of the brushes should be done for a total 

then in rear, between the shunts in front of it 

of four steps 

The brush shunts are then properly laced around one 

mother, so that the shunts are self-supporting. All brushes 

on the main generator should be similarly stepped 

The brush that is located next to the commutator re 

quires one additional move to prepare it for its position 

When this brush is placed in the holder, the shunts should 

not be secured to the brush holder until the terminal lug 

is twisted a half turn. Then it can be fastened dow: 

with the serew 

This method of treating generator shunts will eliminate 

the possibility of brush shunts or pi tails contacting the 

mmutator riser 

Most important of all, the generator must be checked 

closed to see that all brush pigtails are 

fouling the 

before the cover is 

securely attached and that none ft thee 

commutator 
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Guestions and Auswers 
L474) 

Interchange Rules 
his is the thirteenth installment of a series of questions a 

answers on the Association of American Railroads Code 

Rules Governing the Condition of, and Repairs to. Freight 

{ Passenger Cars for the Interchange of Trafic whicl 

hety ar men clarify their understand ng of the phuosoy] 

ntent and requirements of the Interchange Rules T/ 

wers given to the questions are not to be ‘ idered inte 

etations of the rules of Interchange whicl a or 

dered by the Arbitration Committee acting fieia / 

nent however come fron a ba 

tiation with the application of the rule Ol 

miment r opin a nay be ble at 

{rbitrat ( tee 

141-4)—Who is responsible for fire damage to refrigerator 

ear resulting from overturned portable heater which 
was not adequately secured when installed? 

\ Handling linve per Paragr iph (10) k) of Rul $2 

1424)—Would it be advisable to recommend the revision 
of Rule 32 to provide car owner's responsibility in 
cases where fire damage to refrigerator car resulted 
from overturned portable heater which was not ade 
quately secured when installed? 

\ No. In most cases the car owner has no jurisdl 

tion over the placement of his cars for loadir ind 

therefore should not be responsible for fire dama 

from such cause. Proper inspection at time ear 

loaded would disclose such conditions and correct 

ould then be mace 

143-4) In cases where welded draft lugs become sheared 

off on a loaded tank car and the railroad elects to drill 
holes in center sills and bolt draft lugs in place of 
welding, what would be the status of such repairs? 

\ Such work is considered as temporary repal | 

which no charge should be made. Defect card should 

iM ittached to the ear to Compe ile the cat 

for welding of the holes involved and the labor { 

re ovi mad replacing draft ear 1 ike suecl 

pair 

144-0 Would it be proper for car owner to make claim 

versus last repairing line for damaged draft gear in 

cure whe re repairs consisted of rete wal of broken 

coupler yoke and incidental R. & R. of draft gear which 
previously had corners burned off by a cutting torch? 

\ No. The R. & R. of item in questio which alrea 

had orners burned off does not « ristitut thy per 

! 1 wrot! repairs ul der the ne t rule 

145-)—Wheo is responsible for shifted tank, shearing of 

all tank anchor bolts and associated damage caused 
by impact, the center anchorage having been secured 
by square head machine bolts? 

\ Where machine bolts i que t ire not I 

tit reamed holes. thet ill da iwe as the esult 

i sf lered a wher t } ! 

146-4)—Where stenciling showing periodic air brake at 
tention is located on hopper car approximately 6! ft 

above rail and 4 ft from end of ear, would such loca 
tion be proper ? 

\ N The stenciling in such eatior vould 
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Where a road removes draft gears lees than one 
sear old and in serviceable condition from a wrecked 

foreign car for inspection purposes and then fails to 
comply with request from car owner to return same 
along with other serviceable material, what kind of 

adjustment should be made by the handling line’ 

\ The handling line should either « nply with tly 

mpuest f car owner to return such serviceable eu 

nt ! mabe to do so should u interballis 

sult | te over the secondhand value of such eu 

148-)——What is it that prices, ete., have not been incor 

porated in the Interchange Rules to provide for the 
new ORE brake evlinder release valve? 

{In view of the limited use of the ORR Brake ¢ 

wer Release Valve. it is not desirable to ine rporat 

provisions regarding repairs and prices for ine 

th Interchange Rules at this time In case where 

the ORR: Brake Cylinder Release Valve is repaired 

renewed, charges should be o the basi of actua 

time for labor and storehouse t tor iteria 

Rule LOS 

149-0)—Where railroads lack a sufficient supply of their 

own cars to meet the requirements for loading of high 

class commodities, under what conditions may they make 
limited repairs at expense of car owner to empty forcign 

cars on hand to make them suitable for such high elas 

louding.? 

\ Linder the provisions aol Intercha ‘ Rule | i 

npty foreign eat required for load the handl 

I i I repaired witht th ir t peciiied 

Interchange Rule 120 and bill rendered) versu 

Ww iie per ded the repau er mwrnet lelect 

ind do not of themselves raise the car to Cla \ ft 

i wel lassification In other word thi would 

imount to the repairing of a Cla ) car hich | 

een id order condition 

150-0 A. an example, where handling line needed an 

empty foreign car for loading a high class commodity 

would it be permissible to make miscellaneous repairs 

it car owners expense to damage A portions of flooring 

rooting sheathing lining and doors on car which wa 

otherwine suitable tee capretiniise for Class \ loucling 

\ y 

Fairbanks -Morse 

Diesel-Electric Locomotives 

Battery Ammeter 

PIS4) 
indicate 

\ | etet located on tl ‘ i} cal ‘ 

Where is this meter located and what doe« it 



Guestions and Auswers 
(ther 

iu 

PI454) Deneribe the 

\ I} i 

bIis64) Where are ol 

\ Water ! ! 

cated fi 
scleral alert ! 

head 4 1} 

V137-4)— What 
admission of steam to the 

\ Never admit ste 

is down, and ther 

Thy heales elemetr 

temperature 1 live 

Fish) 

\ Alwa 

xcept wher 

(ab hLquipment 

f if 

cab heater 

control 

precaution must 

Ke 

i! 

not 

if 

ale 

to the 

iff 

on i 

hut «a 

‘ 
i 

used on these units. 

each tor 

‘ located? 

tuken with regard to 
, 

unless the engine 

the water valve open 

ned to stand the 

What precaution must be taken in cold weather? 

shut | pen in cold weather 

1 heater ire drained 

Emergency Fuel Trip 

iow many emergency fuel trips are on this loco 
¥ 

e the one emergency 

rear corner of the fuel 

” 

Where are the emergency fuel trips located? 

i the operating cab 

each sicle of the 

valve function and how is 

il 

fuel to the steam gen 

d when pulled must 

control panel and gages 

“ 

ite the governor end 

er levet 

ery and ‘ aled surye 

be ol pressure gage 

ink fuel oil pressure 

water tank and fue 

ater temperature gage 

header (opposite the 

low does the fuel pump breaker function? 

ré panel, starts the fuel 

FIS9-) 
motive, and what is their function 
\ Thies each connected t 

fuel cut-off valve at the left 

tank, when the ring | pull ! 

Bulletin 1/06 ii 

ri4AO4) 

\ One fuel trip is located 

behind the firemar mad 

locomotive it the fuel tank 

rial 4) Hlow does the cut-off 

it reset? 

\ The cut-oll ilve shut i 

erator as well as the er , 

be reset 

Engine Room Control Panel and Gages 

bi42-4)——Where is the engine 

located? 

\ On the right 

of the eripitie 

£143-0.—What items are included? 

\ huel pump breaker 

button, alarm light t a 

relay remote reset but 

wero ist ley 

‘aupe wer il I 

tank level 5 igre 

rid4g Where is the engine 

located? 

\ Odin the ine iter 

engine Troon ide «ck I! 

bi45-) 

\ Thi breaker thie ni 

punip but not untle tt er 

fit t ‘ d 

fuel pump breaker is 

engine stop 

General Motors 

Diesel-Electric Locomotives 

Kkngine Room 

(,1294)—How are the evlinder locations, ete. 

\ The two ends of the engine 

and REAR 

locations and ends and sides 

identified? 

ire designated FRON'I 

which will serve to identify the evlindes 

of the engine 

(,130-)——What parts are on the FRONT end? 

\— The 

pulps. 

governor water pumps and lubricatin o 

,131-9——What features are mounted on the REAR end? 

\ Phe blowers, oil separator and 

mounted on the REAR end 

generator ire 

(,1324)——-lHlow is the engine situated in the unit? 

\ The engine is SO placed that its rear end is toward 

the front end of the unit when the unit is operating 

in its normal forward direction 

Engine Control and Instrument Panel 

(,133-)-—Loecate the engine control and instrument panel. 

A The panel is mounted on a frame which supports 

the engine cooling water tank near the governor end 

of the engine 

(,134-0—Does each power plant have its own engine con 
trol and instrument panel? 

A-—-Yes 

G135-0-——What is mounted on this panel? 

A The lube oil pressure and suction gauges, fuel tank 

yauge, along with the start, stop and isolation and 

fuel pump switches 

(Manual 2310--Paze 116) 

(,136-4)-—What are the positions of the Isolation Switch? 

A Twe positions START handle Horizontal) and 

RUN (handle vertical) 

(,137-)—What takes place when the switeh is in START 
position? 

\-The 

control and the engine 

power plant is disconnected from throttle 

peed is reduced to idle 

4,138-0—When the isolation switch is in START position, 
how are the power contactors in the electrical control 

cabinet affected? 

\ The y will not operate n response to the movement 

of control levers 

(,139-)—-lHlow is Dynamic Braking affected? 

\ Phe unit will exert no retarding effect 

(,140-0— What other features are affected? 

\— The ALTERNATING FAILURE alarm is inope 

live The S| ART ind STOP buttons are effective only 

| when the isolation switch is in S] ART position 
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WHEN YOUR 

GONDOLAS 

ARE EQUIPPED 

WITH... 

BALANCERS 
The Wine Railway method of applying Used in conjunction with W 

Lorsion springing in combination with trunnmior for positive closure, these tw« 

hinges has pro ed a faster. more economical! and e combined benefita for both the owner and 

to close drop end gondolas. Kecaus the users of the equipment. To date, 7,136 gon 

the dola cars on 22 different roads have been equip 

five d with this combination. Write for bulletin 

i safer way 

the torsion action is greatest when the load is 

heaviest, there is no need for a crew of four or 

itaining additional! information men to close even the largest drop end 

THE WINE RAILWAY APPLIANCE COMPANY TOLEDO 9, OHIO 
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Shelby and Sweeney 

Tame a tough nut 
® The Sweeney POWERENCH is a rugged nut turning tool 

pecifically designed with geared action for tightening or 

loosening the nuts on dual wheels, aircraft propeller shafts 
diesel engine cylinder heads, railroad locomotives, and for 

countle other heavy-duty application 

Super tough equipment calls for super strong material 

That why Shelby Seaml« Mechanical ‘Tubing--in size 

from 1'% in. O.D. to 5% in. O.D.~ is used in the manufacture 

of PoweRENCH assemblies. The great strength, complete uni 

formity, and extreme dimensional accuracy of Shelby Seam 

less make it the ideal mechanical tubing for the fabrication 

of such heavy-duty materials. Moreover, it is safe and work 

able— possessing excellent machining and superior welding 

properts 

Produced to exacting standards by the world’s largest 

manufacturer of tubular steel products, Shelby Seamle 
Mechanical Tubing is available in a wide range of diameter 

wall thicknesses, various shapes and steel analyses. Call on 

our engineers for recommendation They will be glad to 

make a study of your particular requirements and help you 
apply Shelby Seamless to your specification 

NATIONAL TUBE DIVISION 

UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH, PA 

(Tubing Specialties) 

OLUMBIA GENEVA STEEL DIVISION, SAN FRANCISCO, PACIFIC COAST DISTRIBUTORS 

JNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, NEW YORK 

All Shelby Seamless Tubing 
is pierced from solid billets 
of uniform steel. This is the 
one manufacturing method 
that assures absolute uniform 
wall strength. 

> 

USS SHELBY SEAMLESS MECHANICAL TUBING Us) 
4-1226 

UN _. ee ee oe oY See 



Manufacturers Literature 

Following sa mopilation of free literature pamphlets and data sheets oftered by manu 

facturers to the railroad industry. Circle the number ‘s) on coupon below to receive 

information desired. requests will be handled direct by manutacturers 

LOCOMOTIVE CLEANING 9. GAS ANALYZERS & ALARM 

g Panel GRAPHITE ELECTRODES 
’ ’ 

Battery Chargin 

FILTER CARTRIDGE 

11. TUNGSTEN 

4. COUPLER 

TAP HOLDER 

5 SHOVE! HOIST 

BLAST CLEANING 

6. PIPE FITTING 

14. FLEXIBLE SHAFT MACHINI 

WIRE ROPE ASSEMBLIES 

: ALLOY TOO! 

& ELECTRODI 

16. LUBRICANT 

‘ 

Reader Se rvice De p irtment JANUARY, 195° 
Railway Locomotives and 

30 Church St.. New York 

send literature circled below 

High Voltage Also please send ’ company. product G page 

de Test Set number 

Name 

f ompany 

Address 
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Charter Member ofthe —,, : 
SPCC 3 Z 

4 (Society for the Prevention 

of Cruelty to Commutators) Vibration Damper 

Because they're “kind” to commutators, Stackpole 

d dieseLelectric brushes pave the way to worthwhile 

savings by reducing commutator recondition. 

. ing and time out for service. : 

Designed for good commutation and 

stable filming qualities even under bad 

conditions, Stackpole brushes have 

time and again proved their ability “ _- Lord M 

to keep commutators in-service for 

exceptionally long periods .. . and oe 

with outstandingly good brush lite in 

the bargain! 

Pipe Cutter 

He. Ps 

. 
* * o = 

e . 7 

. * 

} ] ! 

STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa. Erie, | 
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KEEP MORE PASSENGERS COMFORTABLE 
... with bright, steady lights and cool cars! 

COMFORTABLE passengers are satisfied cu 

Ironclad batterie sure ample power f 

lights and comfort cars even during | 

tie 

bite 

Phe ene sits peaeeee 

ads 

Ahhh ater 

Adib dsp beehi dbibeil 

IMPROVED fixide-Lronclads 

rot ing plastic f 

nm the ime pace 

write for Fort 

R Le f 7 | neeofCarLightingand Au adit r B t , 

. ' 
THE POSITIVE PLATES are the heart of any nly Your best power buy 

: erin > 3 ee es ates: a " ed 4a he - ... AT ANY PRICE ! XI e 

™ eighteen taal — IRONCLAD’ BATTERIES 

Exide INDUSTRIAL DIVISION. 
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bextra equipment includes a split pulley 

pensator init tir cylinder pressure 

ir hose, Norgren lubricator, upper 

pu unit, ra rolley and yoke onorail 

‘ ’ t nit, balancing arbor er 

anew und, radius dresser, et 

i ising a strain gage hpetween the cheeks 

f the throw the distortion trom the ig 

the shaft is clearly indicated. By apply 

ng air pressure nh the compensator units, 

the shalt is lifted upward until these strain 

suge ettle down to zero reading Van 

Vorman Con pany, Springheld, Ma 

Wheel press converted by use of Rodgers cylinders and pump units 

Hydraulic Press 

Conversions 

‘ 

| ‘ ble X-Ray Uni Portable X-Ray Unit i . 

I \ portable industrial x-ray unit, capable of 
led | producing a 460-deg radiation sweep ¢ 

perator t ittain a high degree of 

' 
tion eff ney and to greatly reduce 

\ t | 
totin pectior The device can bye place ! 

nside a pipe or pre ire vessel and used 

Ve I lo lake inside it x-Ta view Thu it con 
‘ n Diesel driving axle being handled in press nex the radiati« within the enclosed area 

, ind nerease protection 10 person 

. ! 
igdinist radiation ¢ Aposure | ibs« erm 

t ra ¢ hose, | rs Hydrau In , I | | : he making of a complete circumferential 
Cont ol twee 7 Ww Woalker Street St Lou Park, 

} weld radiograph with a ingle exposure 
nidler . / F ‘ fy 

Phe unit, Model OX-175, consists of a 

ink to house the x-ray tube and energizing 

ransformers linked to control and power 

ource by inter-connecting cables. The en 

re unit can be easily tran ported fo any 

red location. It can be op rated at x-ray 

tube tages from 45,000 to 175,000. Y-Ray 

Department, General Electric Company, 

W55 klectri menue, Milwaukee | 

, 
{YNty 
Wil 

| 

\\\\i 
Wy 

Soldering Iron Tips 

per ty is much as 10 to | with practically 

no heat loss. Because they last so lon 

These Hexclad Tips are seid to outlast 

g and 

require no ft nig or dressing lip mainte 

ince is practica ly eliminated 
; - ae The tips have a heavy durable coating of 

Crankshaft Grinder 60 in. rane and has a tandard « ron alloy over the copper base on all ex 
r . . : | } 

" “ee . 4 . ' the su \ ranh if P ent a LOhp rinding whee motor a dehy pose . 2 Inserted = oft - | i’ 

Mock biLW. ha ‘ f notor ith speed iriator and contre " 180 have a ¢ “ne w aes i , ‘ 
| ! at ron . ‘tin i pace betwee entet { if the workhead, a hp variable de motor thin hat good heat transfer to the tir 

igned 1 nd unk if } ontrol and a d nve . Continued on page 86 
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help keep the rolf in roller freight 

In close to 100.000 roller fre ight pournal boxe Natior 

Oil Seals are performing a vital job quietly ind eff 

crently making their contribution 

‘ ential components which «le 

oll in roller bearing cars and los 

ter the wees j © National Oil Se ils Sta popeine 1 fe 

elimination of costly hot boxe iutomobile, truck, bus and tract 

Mounted inside roller bearing journal boxes, Nat 

roller freaght and the 

ol iris » has designed and manuta 

seals keep lubricant mn. dirt and water out The y pro 

sealing under all Operating os i millions more for 

tions, all weather extremes 

iis for the automotive and tay 

uniform, dependable 
machines 

ind household ipplancee 

NATIONAL MOTOR BEARING CO., INC. 
General Offices: Redwood City, California Sales Offices: Ch’ 

County), Milwaukee, Newark, Van Wert, Wichita 

2g0, Cleveland, Dallas, Detroit, Downey 

Ohio. Products: O 

Plants: Redwood City. O ywney and Long Beach, California. Var 

Fluid and Grease Seals, O-Rings, Airtror Ducts ne parts, Shims 
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DIESEL AUXILIARY GENERATOR POWER 
kept at peak level with Dayton Endless V-Belts 

For every application, 

original equipment or 

replacement, Daytons 

deliver maximum 

power 

Radiater Fan and 

Blower Drive is typi 

cal of the special re- 

quirements met by 

Dayton Endless 

V-Belts 

Maintaining O. E. M. standards on replacement 

V-Belts proved key to continuous, positive power. 

Dayton Endless V-Belts are original equipment on over 90% 

of all new diesel locomotives in service today. By holding to 

O.E.M. specifications on diesel V-drive replacements, railway 

engineers are keeping power up and costs down on diesel auxiliary 

generator drives 

There are good reasons why Dayton Endless V-Belts are a 

wise choice for replacement as well as original equipment drives 

First, 68% of all diesel drives require V-Belts of special sec 

tion, width or length. Every Dayton V-Belt is designed and built 

to meet the needs of specific drive applications. Secondly, these 

rugged, harder-gripping, Dayton Railway V-Belts are matched 

carefully JUST before delivery. This insures perfect seating, more 

even load distribuaon and full dependability at all times. So to 

be sure of getting every ounce of power, depend on superior 

Dayton Endless V-Belts that match the job because they match 

each other 

Dayton Rubber Co., Railway Div., Dept. 201, Dayton 1, Ohio 

Railway V-Belts by Co. nm 1988 

Daytom Rulabex 
Since /s 

World’s Largest Manufacturer of V-Belts 

Dayton Rubber Company, Railway Division, Dayton 1, Ohio 
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APRESS 

\GENCY SOUTHERN PACIFIC 
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Southern Pacific Box-Express Car 

with latest type Commonwealth BX Trucks 

Ad. (ype COMMONWEALTH 

BOX-EXPRESS CAR TRUCKS 

Offer 

Many Advantages 

Commodity Cars 

enger Train 
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ALBERTSON & CO., INC 

SIOUX CITY, IOWA 

THE OTHER NAME FOR 

U.S.A, 

QUALITY in TOOLS 

Special Railroad Mount 
FLEXIBLE SHAFT 

(Strand GRINDERS 
et ES ten TOLL 

Designed 
for RR 
Shop Use 

For grinding, sanding, rotary filing, wire brushing, 

drilling, deburring or polishing. With this new Rail 

road Mount, you take the Strandflex machine right to 

the work. You'll find it invaluable for a variety of dif 

ferent jobs in diesel shops, car shops. Promotes effi 

ciency; workers lift only the tool—not the heavy motor. 

Also Gasoline Powered Unit for Bridge or Maintenance of Way Depts. 
All-purpose compact 5 hp. gasoline engine powered 

STRAND Flexible Shaft machine, governor controlled 

operating speeds from 2200 to 3200 rpm. Ideal for 
grinding rail welds, wire brushing before painting, 

moothing concrete, etc. Makes you independent of 

electric power and air compressors 

Write for details on STRAND Flexible Shaft Machines 

specially designed for railroad use 

FRANKLIN BALMAR CORPORATION 

Woodberry, Baltimore 11. Maryland 

Chicago Office: 5001 North Wolcott Avenue, Chicago 40, II. 

EQUIPMENT vay from the cleaning area and ay 

Continued trom page et wun y pe ECR-18 

il steel drun 

P.O. Box 

Carbon 

Remover Compound 

Designed for hea du ise either hot 

150 deg F) or cold, as a tank-soak solvent 

clean carbonaceous deposit oil 1 

phalt ete from internal combustion en 

gine parts, burner nozzle diesels, ete 

When placed in use, a water layer of not 

ore than 45 per cent not less than 20 pe 

the volume of active compound 

hould be added. Engine parts should be 

ompletely immersed beneath the bottom 

the water layer while soaking After 
eel ah aan Sell She lane Adil High-Temperature Wire 

igh the water layer to rinse and then Markers 

ed again in hot water or standard sol 
These all-temperature wire market witt 

stand continuous heat to 300 deg F,. inter 

mittent heat to 450 deg F, and continu 

cold to minus 300 deg | indefinit 

formulation contains both chlor 

nated solvent and cresols and must be han 

dled with care to avoid personal injury or 

discomfort Vapor s should be conducted (Continued on page YS) 
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... HERE'S WHY THIS NEW JOYCE JACK 
SPEEDS SERVICING OF DIESELLOCOMOTIVES, 
DINING, FREIGHT, AND PASSENGER CARS 

LIGHTWEIGHT . . . ONE MAN OPERATED JACK... . The 
aluminum alloy frame model is only '/4 the weight 

of existing jacks with the same capacity . . 

frame model only 

PORTABLE three wheels equipped with semi-pneu 
matic tires make trundling and positioning an easy 

one-man job 

AIR MOTOR OPERATED .. . for safety, convenience, and 
labor savings 

JACKS CAN BE USED SINGULARLY OR AS SYNCHRONIZED 
UNITS OF 2, 3, OR 4 JACKS .. . for positive level-lifting 

INTERCHANGEABLE PARTS . motor and many internai 

gear parts are interchangeable with regular line of 

Joyce air operated jacks 

SPECIFICATIONS OF ALL PURPOSE SHOP JACK... 35 Tons 
capacity, 4 ft. 41/, inches, rise. Weight aluminum 

1255 lIbs., Steel Model 2030 Ibs., 90 P.S.! 

. Steel 
/, weight of existing jacks. 

model 

WRITE FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION TODAY! 

DAYTON 3, OHIO 

Wis THE JOYCE-CRIDLAND CO, 3 
MANUFACTURERS OF A COMPLETE LINE OF AIR OPERATED JACKS, 
GEARED SCREW JACKS, RATCHET JACKS AND TRACK JACKS 

IN CANADA: Midland Foundry and Machine Co, itd., Midland, On 

JANUARY, 1955 « RAILWAY LOCOMOTIVES AND CARS 

More and more 
mechanics say... 

Get a “TOLEDO” 

—and you 

get the Best! 

TOLEDO 
Heavy Duty 

PIPE WRENCH 

*& Unconditionally 

Guaranteed 

Single Spring—gives 

quicker, easier setting 

Replaceable Jaws 

Improved Hand-Grip 

Sizes 6'' to 48’ 

Order from your supplier today. 

Need a Good 

PIPE CUTTER? 

s to? pipe 

Try the new TOLEDO No. 20 with 6 rollers 
recommended for use with power drives 
works fine by hand, too. 

THE TOLEDO PIPE THREADING MACHINE CO. 

Toledo 4, Ohio 

PIPE THREADERS 
‘TOLEDO 

1) me POWER PIPE MACHINES 

Builders of the 

World's Finest 

Pipe Tools 
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3 REASONS WHY THE G-E TRACTION SYSTEM SETS THE INDUSTRY STANDARD 

CONTROL TRACTION GENERATOR 

| LZ whe THREE SUPERIOR COMPONENTS, in 

li SS 
Ja 1 JCal >) 

TRACTION MOTOR 

G-E traction motors give you 
19% MORE CONTINUOUS TRAGTIVE EFFORT 

tion and easier maintenance. 

yperati HIGHER LOCOMOTIVE UTILIZATION POSSIBLE 

go to locomotives woes ction m rs The GE The capacity of thi action m 

m 15 percen t higher } 1 tt better locomot 

i my I ngs, thar } ! pe inh : 

off rT} ipacity cqusppec wor 

m I ntenan 
lua pose 

MOTOR OVERHEATING ELIMINATED ia 

With 65-mph gearing, the GE-752 1s the 

‘ ? ? ‘ ' + ‘ *.* , 

hiulk high 

ELECTRIC 
SEPARATELY MOUNTED PINION requires DUAL-PURPOSE 75.mph gearing of GE-752 motors LARGEST PINION-END BEARING 

lower main fenanc e. Largest in standard use provides conti ous tractive effert nto the self-pro read use can take heaviest duty healed 

4'%-in. pinion shaft reduces chance of fatigue tecting Pesca range, as well as a bonus of 10 mph in bearing needs no inspection betweer 

breakage top speed 



Canadian Pacifi 
Lustrous beauty roomy modern innovations ... comfort at 

Ord 173 all speeds 

ers ne 
new transcontinental trains . comprised of deluxe stream- 

+ 
Stainless Steel Cars liners now being built of chromium-nickel stainless steel. 

The Budd Company, Philadelphia, 1s filling this order for 

are advantages every passenger will enjoy on 15 

Canadian Pacific Railway 

Aims for new traffic and Currently, two types are being delivered. One is a new 

P , design of sleeper, and the other is a scenic dome lounge car. 

economies with ultra-modern Cars 3ut all cars in this huge purchase will greatly reduce main 

in gleaming Stainless Steel tenance expense through use of austenitic stainless steel con 

taining nickel 

7 Te a 

* . : “==> e5R 

= 

36 Scenic Dome Beauties wil! be crossing The high strength-weight ratio of this stainless nickel alloy 
( ‘ ‘ : } t ie tied | 1 ule | ( J W > 

nada in the near futu 1 CPR when permits substantial reductions of deadweight, thus making 
Budd completes this order for stainless steel 
stinaailliliaie possible lighter units without sacrificing strength or safety. 

In addition, stainless steel containing nickel effectively re- 

sists the corrosive conditions encountered in everyday opera- 

tion. As a result, the entire car structure will retain its impres- 

sive beauty year-in and year-out, with minimum maintenance. 

Interiors will likewise be beautified for years... with hard- 

ware and trim cast in nickel-silver. 

Alloys containing nickel may help you add beauty, cut bulk 

and deadweight, combat wear or corrosion, or meet other 

specific needs. When faced with metal problems, send us 
71 Stainless Steel Sleepers similar to this 

details for our suggestions. We'll be glad to help you. 
one are included in Canadian Pacific's ordet 

being filled by the Budd ¢ 

Write today for your free | 

copy of 32-page booklet " 
Over 70 tons of nickel-silver were used for PY P 3 

interior hardware and trim, Combining lus entitled “Nickel Alloys 

trous appearance with cort on-resistant In Railroad Equipment” 
properties superior to the usual brasses, this 

nickel alloy minimizes interior maintenance 4s. 
and expense , INCO — —————— 

———" 

THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC. Niw'torn sn 
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IN MODERN 

RAILROADS... 

WATSON-STILLMAN 

SOCKET-WELDING FITTINGS... 

Prevent Pipe Failures 

... And They’re Easy to Install 

Watson-Stillman Forged Steel Socket-Welding Fitting 

tough, trouble-tree joints for au brake piping an 

water lines in railroad cars, yards and shops They re droy 

quality teel tor iximum resistance to shock an 

Installation eu Just lip the fitting over the 

deep socket support ind aligns the pipe Ne 

backing rings or special welding fixtures. The 

fillet weld preven the formation of welding icicle 

And imple é ne-and-go’ in the socket makes fussy accurate 

ment and cutting of pipe unnecessary 

For sate, reliable service for greater protection against co t! pipin 

failure install Wat i-Stillman Forged Steel Socket-Welding Fitting 

Available for schedule 40, 80, 160 and Double-Extra Heavy pipe in 

sizes ‘* to 4 Fittings include elbows te“ CTOSS ‘ upling sit brake 

flange union ind a iriety of plugs ane yushing | 

Write for information today. 

$2 WATSON-STILLMAN FITTINGS DIVISION 
H. K. PORTER COMPANY, INC. 

Roselle, New Jersey 
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Precision Parts by MAGNUS 

mean LONGER, SAFER MILEAGE 

for Diesel Locomotives 

High Mileage 
traction motor support bearings 

for LONGER ROAD LIFE 

The extra precision that goes into Magnus traction 

motor support bearings pays off in longer, trouble-free 

© Perfectly mated bearing halves mileage on the road, Quality control of metal mixes, 

high precision boring and final testing of mated bearing 

* Heat-resistant Satco lining metal halves under load assure an extra margin of depend- 

ability — you can’t buy a better bearing 

These Magnus HIGH-MILEAGE bearings are avail- 

® Available for all makes able for replacement on all ly pes and makes of diesel- 

and types of diesel-electrics electric and electric locomotives and MI 

* Interchangeable double keeway 

cars. For the 

complete facts, get your free copy of Bulletin No. 6000. 

D-16 FLANGE LUBRICATOR increases mileage 

between wheel turnings up to 40% 

Thi ev positive } from a common linkage to the truck 

flange lubrication not only 4 ‘ frame. Unit operates only when loco 

greatly extended wheel life, but il motive is moving. Can be used to lu 

tantially reduces shop costs, too, O bricate center pin wear plate also, if 

pre ure t each flange 1 { tive desired Full 16 pint capacity for ex 

controlled by six individua 1 t tra mileage between refill Write for 

able pump that are gang operated coms lete information 

eeeeee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

MAGNUS 391 SAFETY VALVE | MAGNUS | 
o 

for dependable overload protection 

on diesel locomotive steam generators Metal Corporation 

This high precision ifety valve is specially made 

| ‘ vice ale el le i 4“) . 4 for railroad ser nd | comotive steam gen subsidiary of 

erator Opening and blowdown pressure adjust 
NATIONAL LEAD COMPANY 

ments are easily accessible and self-locking. Flexible 

metallic belloy prevent escape of steam into the 111 Broadway, 80 E. Jackson Bivd., 

enerator compartment. Write for full detail New York 6, N. ¥ Chicago 4, Ill. 
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uct a & pr 

manufactured in the 4 

U.S.A. to ASTM =—""" @€ar bolts Red 
Cer Bolt Slotted Head 

Car Belt 
More than 85% of America’s Class | railroads 
wse Lewis Sealtite products. Designed to do oa 
better job to last longer to meet the most 
exactin specifications. Specify Hot Dip Galvan 

zed Zinc finish for Double-Life and economy 

All products are manutactured in the USA. to 
ASTM. specitications 

¢ 

uses Bout & NUT COMPANY 
504 Mealcoim Ave. &. E. 

MINNEAPOLIS 14, MINNESOTA Sealtite bolts are available with Loktite Nut 42 (shown), or std. sq. and 
wnt SN Bt need 

I | | 

Plug and Receptacle Wiping Rags Cleaner 

“A 
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° peration } 4 ignt tan tree flow! 
>. 

e powder poss« ing 4 pine oil odor and fler 

TAKE YOUR = fg actin rinabiy inet water. 
. added to the rag washing machine on the 

° basis of weight of the load, with concentra 
. CLEANING METHODS : 00 (050028 pio 
e } 

e work, depending on degree of soil present 

. Oalate Product Ir 146 Re treet 

RANTED! = a 

. 

. 

. 

Ben e of them maycosttoo muchintimeand ° 
P . 

labor. Some may fall far short of the cleaning quality you need. Some , 

may create unpleasant or even hazardous working conditions 

Magnus Cleaning Methods for the railroad cover a wide range of opera 

tions. They are modern and field-tested. Most of them offer you material 

improvements 

methods. For example 

are at your service for cleaning A-Frames or blocks in record time. . 

for cleaning trucks and underbodies for engine pits... greasy con 

crete floors 

every one of your cleaning jobs, including fast, economical paint stripping 

maGnus ...... 
CLEANERS “" 

MENTION 
Re-Appraise! Compare! 

in cost and effectiveness of cleaning over your present 

Cleaning Diesel Parts 

Magnus Aja-Dip Cleaning Machines 
and Magnus De-Carbonizing 

Cleaner can cut hand labor by 
95% ...time by at least 50% 

cleaner costs by 60% or more. 

Cleaning Diesel Engine Exteriors 

Magnus Diesel Magnusol and two 
men will do a better cleaning job 
on a road unit in less than two hours 

than twice the manpower in more 
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For General Purpose Cleaning 

Magnus 5RR is saving labor and 

time for a great many railroads on 
such diverse jobs as linoleum, floor, 

4 tile and washroom cleaning, remov 

a ing stubborn head-liner dirt, clean 

a | ing coach interiors and diesel cabs 

One deodorizing and disinfecting 

cleaner for many, many jobs 

Other Magnus Methods 

signal and communications equipment and virtually 

USE THIS COUPON TO ASK FOR THE 

MAGNUS RAILROAD CLEANING MANUAL 

Railroad Division 

MAGNUS CHEMICAL COMPANY 
77 South Ave., Garwood, N. J. 

Please send us a copy of the Magnus Railroad Cleaning 

WP. Miller 

ZONE STATE 
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New Air Brake Hose Lines 

Cut Costs 1/3 to !/2 

AEROQUIP FITTINGS ARE DETACHABLE 

»~+- USE THEM AGAIN AND AGAIN 

a Tough rubber cover re 

A. sists effects of oil 

weathering, sand blast 

and abrasion 

Steel wire provides high 

burst and tensile qualities ~ 

Thick, oil-resistant inner 

Designed for use with tube 
your standard gladhands 

Heavy steel fitting can be 
removed and reused 

Aeroquip announces a new type air brake hose line designed 

especially for diesel-electric locomotive and passenger car 

application 

Rugged and durable, Aeroquip air brake hose lines provide 

substantial savings over conventional types, with no sacri 

fice in performance. The fittings are detachable and may be 

used repeatedly for making replacement lines. Hose and 

fittings can be purchased in bulk and assembled quickly 

using standard shop wrenches an important feature that 

means quick maintenance and greatly reduced inventory 

Some of America's leading railroads have already standard 

ized on Aeroquip for replacement lines with anticipated 

savings of many thousand dollars. You can do the same 

write for complete information. 

For all Diesel- 

Electric Locomotives 

and 

Passenger Cars 

roquip 
AEROQUIP CORPORATION, JACKSON, MICH 

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE IN PRINCIPAL CITIE iN A AND ABROAT @ Att Aft f fO BY PA ‘ A A 

IGAN 
A 
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equipment in 1947; supervisor in 1949; 

GARLOCK REPLACEMENT PARTS | *"" sitesi eer'n 
Gaskets—Packings—Molded Rubber Rings _, ca telillaas a 

for diesel locomotives... hinlanh. sextee gor or need intendent motive power as announced in 

W. W. Marzxe 

the November 

e CANW in 1944 a 

Career He van with 

an etipinert of power 

ind machinery. In 1947, appointed 

later in 1947, assistant 

ivlock s diesel parts stock room 

NOW pre-stocked in handy packages, 

ready for immediate shipment 

( FATA I 

ets, packings and molded rub 

dhesel replacement parts 

ber rings—are packaged in convent 

ent quantitne for ease in handling 

tormge and redistribution to shop 

nen, overhaul hop and terminal 

om 

All packages are labeled for in 

tant identification—no cross-refer 

nee parts list needed 

Garlock diesel gaskets, packing 

nad molded rubber rings are giving 

Pechisatind end tebseling completely satisfactory service on 

diese! ports after leading railroads. Specify Garlock 

inspection cl re place nt part and write 

i lot complete part and price list 

rik GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY, PALMYRA, NEW YORK 
hee ' ippointed dratteman 

In Canada: The Gar k Packing ¢ ‘ f Canada Ltd., Toronto, Ont Ne | le ‘ ecomotive and car draft 

rane! ‘ \l tl (it 

Le 1 Lae ST 
JARLOCK 

PACKINGS, GASKETS, OIL SEALS, 

MECHANICAL SEALS, RUBBER EXPANSION JOINTS 
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TODAY, TO BE ABSOLUTELY 

Crack in diesel con 

necting rod revealed 

by MAGNAGLO as 

glowing indication 

You Should Use 

MAGNAGL O* 
for Overhaul Inspection of 

Locomotives and Cars 

IT 1S THE ONLY TEST THAT 

Pemremesrmmrmms ° Finds All Cracks in Any Part 
for all your important testing needs ‘hac : e Detects Copper Penetration in Axles 
..0n precision diesel parts, traction 

motor shafts and gears .. . on truck, 

coupler, brake and frame members 

With today’s high speed diesels and car inspection 

during overhaul must find every defect, every time, The 

price of failure can be disaster! 

That is why mspection with Magnaglo is mandatory 

in fully equipped shops. A broad improvement ove 

Magnaflux Corporation $ original dry powder inspec 

tion, Magnaglo locates defects which cannot be found 

by any other means. A typical example is copper pen 

Nea-visible-crack ia tration, a cause of sudden failure of 

car axle shows up 

unmistokably with Magnaglo is lowest in cost per part inspected of an 

MAGNAGLO 

axle 5 

engineered inspection process. Positive detection i 

assured — at lowest possible man hours with equip 

Ment spe ially designed for railroad use 

Write today and we'll send you bulletins and re port 

showing how Magnaglo is insuring safer, low er cost 

inspection for leading railroads 
*MAGNAFLUX and MAGNAGLO ore trademarks of 

the MAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 

<tCls 

MAGNAFLUX LB MAGNAFLUX CORPORATION 
rs 

y P's ; W. Lewrence Avenue, Chicage 31, iMlinois 

Foe New York 16 © Pittsburgh 36 © Clevelend 15 © Detrew ! 

Dalles 9 © Les Angeles 58 
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SPECIAL APEX HOLDERS AND TOOL BITS 

FOR ONLY “SELLERS” AXLE-FINISHING LATHES 

For Economy, Increased Production, 

and Accurate Regrinding of 

Angles with Fixtures 

tions to compensate for wear. 

Full details mailed upon request 

Shelton 22, Conn. 

Standard holders with inserted car- 

bide-tipped tool bits reduce your 

costs and give improved working 

conditions. All tool bits are furnished 

finished ground with chip breakers 

and are ready for immediate use. 

Tool bits are adjustable in two direc- 

The Apex Tool & Cutter Co., Inc. 

Just Published ~ Vol. 1 of brake study course 

ABC’s of AIR BRAKES 
with Dictionary of Air Brake Terms 

by €. M. DRENNAN 
{ teacher of air brakes to ratlroad men since 1908 

ipervisor o} trainin Westinehouse Air Brake Co 

Full Refund SIMMONS-BOARDMAN BOOKS 
a a 30 Ch +h St... New York 7, N. Y. 

If Not Completely Satisfied caged svar 

Only $4.79 postpaid 

| 
| 
| 

| 

| 
Send for your copy today — | 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 
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SUPPLY TRADE sites tas tees spintet eee ete coe | 
wer ist Jun ' ft ) ‘ 

NOTES 7 ) ' m : : Mr. Tut P. ¢ { 

® i 4 : i 

‘ W 

JOSEPI RYERSON & SON ( /) YOULNGSTOWN SHE \ br CO _ . ( ) 

DA ina B. » 3h . : Vl | 

1) ea Le | i i 

i , i i 1) 

. \I J 

if ! 
s 

S J V7 

f ADIAN CAR & FOLNDRY CO i] man t ‘ AIR REDLE TION \ (COMPANY 

Hf - i na \ i bode 

}’ 1 ith 

| ‘ } ia 

© 

\ i \ (ARBON COMPANY 

Vv / / , ' 

( | 

| i i 

Three TAPES to meet your 
M. Burnett, |r 

BK 

()x Ka . ( wad | 
a heat and electrical insulating needs 

\ y ( pa 

® C-D-F Silicone Tapes for A.LE.E. Class (:-D-F Micabond Tape have an in 

VALIONAL PNEL MATIC COMPANY Hi Electrical Insulation Available mn herently high and permanent resistance 

} . j oo , we ea Varnished Fiberglas loth and Sileone to heat with good dielectric properti 
yee . 

. , rs Kubber-coated biberglas cloth Kesistant Micabond Tapes are used for insulating 
i i i t 

Na 1 P : ( to high temperatures high dielectric motor and generator armature and teld 

strength, low dielectric losses, excellent coils, turbogenerator coils ind) man 
moisture resistance ind high tensile similar applications where flexible high 
trengtl he st mile Ikal . , str mth I ey resi mi j ] ka is non quality insulation of A I I | { lusses i 

oxidizing acids, mineral oils, oxygenated 
6 . . and Hi insulators are required Available 

solvents Available in a range of sizes 
in a wide range of size vith many dif 

on continuous rolls. Write for Technical f Sell ' ' "i 

#47 erent backings imeltuding fiberdlas, si 
Bulletin $47 . = 

Cellophane*, cotton, paper, and Mylar" 

C-D-F Tapes of leflon® have the 

desired mechanical ind electrical prop 
If you have mm oof sluting problem 

erties for heavy dut motor, generator probably a C-D-F product is the answer 

and conductor insulatior l'naffected by (:-D-P manufactures and fabricates ele: 

temperature fluctuations, exposure to oils trical insulation. laminated and molded 

ind greases, or weather conditions. bkiber plastics Sales ofhces re located in 

glas supported and unsupported Teflon principal cities. Call r (-D-F sales 

tapes are available »s range of sizes engineer hes a good " to know! 

> Gitte Diam Fibre 
CONTINENTAL - DIAMOND FIBRE COMPANY 

ff NEWARK 104. DELAWARE 
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the GRIPCO 

Brake Beam 

Safety Support 

in your 
rebuilding 
program 

‘ 
= 

gives added safety an 
at minimum cost SPRING PLANK TYPE 

> be olaoigned fot AMY Brake Beate 

AAR. APPROVE PATENTED AND PATEN 

OTHER GRIP NUT PRODUCTS 

) 3 m” 
Grip Lock Nut #t 

gf 

ailrood Gripco Lock Nut 

GRIP NUT COMPANY 
an Railroads Since 1904 

308-P 5S. MICHIGAN AVENUE * CHICAGO 4, ILLINOIS 

Serving Ameri« 

Useful Data on Railway 
.quipment and Repair 

Facilities 
Compiled by Railway {ye researchers 

1, 1954 SURVEY OF RAILWAY CAR REPAIR 
SHOPS 

Price $2.00, postpaid 

2 SURVEY OF REPAIR 
DIESEL-ELECTRIC 

SHOPS FOR 
LOCOMOTIVES 

Price 31.00. postpaid 

DIESEL-ELECTRIC UNITES IN RAILWAY 
SERVICI 

Price 31.00. postpaid 

1953 INSTALLATIONS OF 
LOCOMOTIVES 

DIESEL-FLECTRIE 

Price $1.00. postpaid 

J. W. MILLIKEN, RAILWAY AGE 

cae 

4 24 rs | 

ape we for diesel engine 
maintenance 

aH - 

complete ‘ ormatior ’ 

Dime of Sweeney POWERES CH Tools 

j Address 

Name 

City Stote 

B. K. SWEENEY MFG. CO., DENVER 17, COLO. 
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CRANKSHAFT 
GRINDING 

- 

* 

\. 
4 

7 

bos 
* MAGNAFLUX SERVICE ALCO 
e CAMSHAFT REPAIR SERVICE BALDWIN 

¢ CRANKSHAFT CHROMIUM EMD 

PLATING SERVICE FAIRBANKS- 
MORSE 

Grinding Machin t handle rankshatts from the 

smallest up to those with a stroke of 16° and length 

of 200" C moplet« od neg ervice tor senethoo. Die sol 

crankshatts Als ymsnatt repaw service tor locome 

tive 0 ' ie omotlives 

Established 924 3] years 

experience grinding crankshafts! 

NATIONAL WELDING & GRINDING CO, 
2929 CANTON ST. DALLAS 1, TEXAS 

i] 

( 

1 ! | r 

u I 

1 } 
' 

{ { 

' 

Wy 

MFRS. & ENGRS SAND BLAST & OUST COLLECTING SQUIPmen 

3982 WN PALMER STREET ‘ MILWAUKEE 12 WISCONSIN U 5 A 
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how National redesigning and rebuilding 

of passenger car generators eliminated 

a chronic problem for a major railroad 

Air conditioning, better lighting and longer and higher speed runs subject many 

passenger car generators to power demands far exceeding those for which they were 

designed. The resulting generator failures caused a serious problem of car avail 

ability on one major railroad. Faced with the alternatives of increasing the capacity 

of existing equipment or replacing it completely, this railroad found the answer in 

National's redesigning and rebuilding service. Generator failure is no longer a 

serious problem 

Similar modernization programs are applicable to many other types of rotating 

electrical equipment. Ask your nearby National field engineer for complete details 

Call him today 

these improvements resulted in greater capacity and longer life 

SPECIAL HIGH-TEMPERATURE HOT RE-ROLLED BANDS LARGER 

COMMUTATOR— using silver é ned 

bearing copper and molded 

mica cone rings. Spiral groov 

ing gives greater cooling 

surface and improves commu 

tation 

National Electric 

An ustrated brochure explains in detail how National saved one Columbus 16 

customer thousands of dollars through modernization of passenger car 

generators. Use the coupon at right to send for your free copy today 

NATIONAL ELECTRIC COIL COMPANY © 
COLUMBUS 16, OHIO, U.S. A. 



The taper makes TIMKEN’ the only 

journal bearing that delivers what you 

expect when you buy a roller bearing 

This month Dr. Oscar Horger demonstrates 

full line contact 

jon RE are only two primary rea- 

sons why railroads put journals 

on roller bearings: (1) to end the 

hot box problem and (2) to cut 

operation and maintenance costs to 

a minimum. The only bearing you 

can count on to do both is the Timken" 

tapered roller bearing. Here's why: 

1) Positive roller alignment. The taper 

keeps roller ends snug against the 

rib, where wide area contact keeps 

rollers properly aligned. Therefore 

no skewing of rollers can take place 
in a Timken bearing to upset the 

full line contact, shorten the life of 

the bearing 

2) No lateral movement within the 

bearing. Lateral movement in straight 

roller bearings causes scuffing of 

rollersand races. And it pumps lubri- 

cant through the closure, draws dirt 

and water in laking the thrust loads 

$1 A ROLLER CT Tit TIMER TAPERED ROLLER C BLARING TAALS RADIAL @) AND [HR 

calls for auxiliary devices. These are 

difficult to lubricate with grease, and 

are expensive to maintain 

Timken bearings always ro// the 

load, never slide it. The taper pre- 

vents lateral movement, lets them 

take the thrust. There's no scuffing 

or pumping acuon. This helps end 

the hot box problem. It means less 

maintenance, less lubricant, longer 

bearing life. 

Timken is the only journal bear- 

ing you can fully count on to end the 

hot box problem and cut operation 

and maintenance costs to a mini- 

mum—it's the taper! Get what you 

pay for. Get Timken tapered roller 

bearings. The Timken Roller Bear- 

ing Company, Canton 6, Ohio 

Canadian plant: St. Thomas, Ont 

Cable address: “ TIMROSCO 

@)- WOA0S 08 ANY COMBINATION uy: 
I “T° 

an 
ank , 
ani 
ee / 

THE TAPER MAKES 

THE BEARING YOU TRUST 

"Oem 


